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ABSTRACT

Degradation of rangeland resources leading to the

desertification process is viewed in terms of human and climatic

influences. While climatic impacts are important, resource utilization

as practiced by man is the major cause of desertification.

A multi-objective .decision methodology is developed here which

is intended for the analysis of alternative management plans of

rangeland watersheds under climatic variability.

First, a system model is employed to portray the dynamics of a

rangeland as it would respond to climatic changes and different

grazing intensities. This approach allows for an interaction of inputs

such as rainfall, solar radiation, and temperature with the state of

the system which is a range condition index, and with outputs such as

production and sediment yield.

A simulation package is developed to implement the system

model by actually using available data and providing some output

values for production and sediment yield.

At this stage a number of alternative management plans are

identified. The information obtained from the simulation as well as

other information of interest are represented by performance criteria,

leading to an array of alternative versus criteria. Then, management

plans need to be evaluated as they would impact the criteria. A multi-

objective decision making technique is selected to perform the

analysis for an identification of prefered management alternatives.

xii



CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Dryland regions of the world have been and will continue to be

major areas of human settlement and development. Meanwhile, the

ability of these resources as to what extend they can sustain human

occupation should receive more attention. History has shown downward

trends in resource productivity for many dryland regions of the world.

Present and future demands for resources will only contribute to the

degradation process, unless more knowledge is gained about dryland

ecosystems under natural and/or human impacts. There is also a need

for developing decision methodologies that, when implemented, would

help to eliminate or at least reduce the degradation process.

Under arid conditions, the hydrologic cycle functions quite

differently from the humid areas. Variability in rainfall with respect

to time and space, accompanied by high intensity and continuous solar

radiation characterizes the climate of dryland regions. Vegetation for

most parts is more sparse than humid areas, and provides less plant

cover. Infrequent, high intensity rainfall can lead to major runoff

and will eventually be lost to evaporation. At the same time, such

runoff events can lead to massive amounts of erosion and removal of

organic matter and top soil. Such processes reduce the quantity of

1
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water for infiltration, providing less soil moisture availability for

plant growth.

Plant life must adapt to such arid and extreme conditions to

survive. Desert plant population is mainly comprised of three types of

species. First are the short-lived annual grasses, with complete

germination and life cycle which occur rapidly after it rains and

which remain as seeds during the dry period. Other species of plants,

such. as perennials, die and stay in the form of root stock during the

dry season and develop new shoots at the begining of the rainy season.

Perennial grasses provide pastures which are suitable for livestock

grazing under an appropriate management plan. Even though they die

out during the dry season, their root system protects the top soil and

contributes to its organic content. Finally, there are the woody

plants which provide food for browsing animals and remain nutritious

during the dry season. They consist of shrubs and trees, and protect

the ground surface, provide shade, and also provide the

environment favorable to shorter-lived plants.

Under natural conditions dryland ecosystems can maintain a

balanced environment. However, their equilibrium is disturbed when

land use is exercised by man. Grazing practices reduce ground cover

which would expose the soil surface and will lead to the

mineralization of humus. Rainfall would break down the soil and

intense temperature would block soil openings, leading to reduced

infiltration and increased runoff. Where the top soil is destroyed by

trampling animals, it will no longer have the capability of
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maintaining plant food since top soil is washed away. The end result

is less biomass production and invasion by less desirable and more

tolerent plants.

Human use of dryland resources without due respect to natural

response of these fragile ecosystems will lead to more expansion of

desert like environments, a process called "desertification" which

will be covered in details later.

Objectives of This Study

The main objective of this study was the development of a

decision methodology for the evaluation of alternative management

plans for rangeland watersheds.

One aspect of this objective required long-term analysis of

climatic behavior as they influence resource availability of

rangelands.

A second objective required the evaluation of several

alternative actions as influenced by climatic variability and resource

availability.

The end product included an identification of those management

plans that, if implemented, would reduce the likelihood

desertification.

Although the problem of desertification is occuring throughout

the world, this study only considered drylands of the United States,

mostly located in the 17 western states and in particular the

southwestern region.



If

Method of Study 

To achieve the objectives, the dynamics of rangeland

watersheds are viewed first in terms of a systems concept. This type

of approach provides an evaluation framework for the response of the

range ecosystem to a set of climatic and decision inputs. The outputs

of such a system includes resource availability, such as forage

production and sediment yield as a measure of erosion. The state of

the system is represented by a range condition index which is

evaluated for the next time period . To implement this system concept,

a computer simulation package, SCALER, Simulating Climatic And Land

Effects of Ranges was developed. SCALER has two major components. A

hydrological component provided the required climatic information for

a desired period of interest. Of particular importance are: stochastic

rainfall events; shortwave solar radiation; and stochastic temperature

which are received as inputs. Various mathematical relationships are

applied to provide the outputs of interest. They include runoff events

and sediment yield as they may occur due to rainfall events.

The production component applied stochastic daily temperature

and soil water to estimate biomass production for perennial and annual

grasses as a function of phtosynthesis and respiration processes.

SCALER provided a range condition index which was used as an

indicator of the health status of the range site. Range condition

index is evaluated at the peak of production season as a function of

previous season's production and cumulative soil water content (a
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composite index of climatic inputs). It is also a function of the

decision made for the intensity of grazing. Two types of grazing

intensities, identified as light and heavy grazing were simulated. A

state transition table, to be discussed later, was used to update the

range condition index. One important result showed that range trend is

not a function of initial range condition but the intensity of

grazing.

The results of SCALER were further used in a decision making

process to evaluate a set of objectives in terms of different

alternative actions. In this study, six actions were selected( grazing

under a rest-graze system, grazing system with continuous shrub

removal, grazing system after reseeding, development as a wild life

refuge, development for recreation, and the do nothing option ).

A decision-making model, Evaluation and Sensitivity Analysis

Program (ESAP), was adapted to evaluate alternative actions. ESAP has

the capability of evaluating both quantitative and qualitative

criteria in a single decision framework. A large number of variables

can be analyzed when organized into a structural base, known as

"tree." Then the objectives of interest were put in a "variable"

form, and certain weights were assigned to them according to their

importance in the decision process. A group of decison makers were

asked to make the evaluations. This type of approach provided a

systematic structure whereby decision maker's perceptions combined

with technical information gave better decisions.



CHAPTER 2

DESERTIFCATION OF RANGELANDS

The process of desertification first came into focus during

the period of 1969-1973, when a major drought in Sahel caused much

human suffering and environmental destruction. The extend of the

problem called for the 1977 United Nation's Conference on

Desertification. Eventhough, drought was thought of the main motivator

for the conference, the conclusion of the meeting identified human

activities as the major cause and that drought only contributed to the

whole process. Since the time of the conference and, in particular, in

the late 1970's more attention has been given to the understanding of

the desertification process.

The desertification concept was probabely first defined by

Aberville (1949) "as the changing of productive land into a wasteland

as the results of man's actions." Grove (1971), defined

desertification "as the laying of wasteland resulting from diminishing

surface water and increasingly sparse vegetation, with a loss of

usefulness to man and beast." Other more recent definitions identify

human activities as the major factor leading to the desertification

process (UNCOD, 1977; Sabadell et al, 1982; Dregne, 1983).

At the same time that the United Nation's Conference on

Desertification was going on, many scientists also initiated their own

6
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research aimed at the causes of desertification. Cloudsley-Thompson

(1977) attributed desertification to the degradation of marginal arid

lands to human mismanagement through bad agricultural practices,

overgrazing, and deforestation. Kellogg and Schneider (1977)

concentrated on changes occuring in desert regions as the result of

global climatic variabilities because of either natural causes and/or

human activities. Grove (1977) reviewed the evidence for past

periods of desertification, including use of dendrochronological,

geological, and archeological data. Mabbutt (1977), looked at the

problem of expansion of desertification with primary focus on climatic

and ecological aspects. He also discussed man's effects on

deterioration of desert climates. Hare et al (1977) focused on three

issues contributing to desertification, including the role of climatic

variability, the precise ecological definition, and social causes and

consequences of desertification.

Additional work relating to causes of desertification include,

and are not limited to Lawdermilk (1935), Tanneill (1947), Shapley

(1954), Sauer (1955), Luker (1956), Amiran (1963), Whyte (1966), Ambie

(1967), Wallen (1967), Paylore (1976), Boepler (1979), Oberlander

(1979).

Even though much of the blame is put on human activities, it

is only fair to say that the problem is more due to "mismanagement,"

and not due to use of land by man in general. A case in point is the

practice of postorialism, which has been going on for centuries and
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does not necessarily lead to the desertification process. Actually,

some studies identify postorialism as an ecologically sound practice

(Brown 1971; Darling and Farwal, 1972; Heady, 1972).

The Major causes of desertification need to be studied in view

of two factors: there is the human mis-management aspect, and there is

also the role of climatic variabilities, which is characteristic of

dryland regions. When combined, the two factors do indeed lead to the

desertification process.

Principal Processes 

According to Dregne(1983), desertification processes occur in

three phases:

1. replacement of perennial grasses by annual grasses and forbs,

which is normally followed by an increase in the density of

shrubs and tree types;

2. plant cover of all types show a decreasing trend which leave

soil less protected from the livestock impact and erosion

caused by wind and water;

3. soil crusting caused by trampling of animals which leads to

increased runoff and greater wind and water erosion.

Human Activities

A common degradation is caused by overgrazing. This will

result in removal of desirable species and invasion/ increase of less

palatable grasses, forbs, and shrubs as competition by perennial

grasses is decreased (Bernus, 1977; Heady and Bartalome, 1977). Even
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though total productivity can increase initially, this would be the

result of a mixture with less desirable species. Over time however,

overgrazing is followed by accelerated erosion, increased runoff, and

decreasing plant production. In many developing countries, wood

cutting for fuel and other purposes contributes to more deterioration

by removal of shrubs and trees which could otherwise protect the soil

(Eckholm, 1975).

The term "desert encroachment" or "the advancing desert"

associated with grazing rangelands is sometimes misleading. It may

give the impression that deterioration expands after starting at a

desert center. However, this is not usually the case, since abused

areas can have good rangelands amoung them. Such spots can coalesce,

if land abuse spreads (Dregne, 1983). One cause of desert encroachment

is the result of improper distribution of animals. There is rarely a

case where animals are scattered evenly over the grazing lands. They

are mostly concentrated in such a way that may overgraze near a stock

pond and undergraze the remote areas.

Many areas of the world experience a destruction as the result

of livestock grazing. This is basically due to mis- management and, in

most cases, just pure lack of knowledge. As the demand for livestock

increases due to population growth, there is less willingness for a

reduction of herd size at a time when it is a necessary step to do so.

Lack of knowledge about different grazing systems, ecological

response of plants to climate and overgrazing, and other factors were
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responsible for the deterioration of rangelands in the United States

during the 19th and early 20th centuries (Dregne, 1983). The problem

did not really get much attention for a good part of the 20th century,

when range management methods started to be proposed. For the

developing countries, on the other hand, only recently is range

management getting to be of major concern.

Soil compaction is another problem associated with livestock

grazing, which leads to the crusting of the soil surface. The soil

particles at the surface are packed together rsulting in soil

crusting. This is a common phenomena in areas of low rainfall and

sparse vegetation cover, intensified by animal trampling. Soil

crusting is not a major problem in well managed rangelands since

vegetation and litter protect the soil surface. The impact-of rain

drops and animal trampling are the major causes of soil crusting. The

effect of crusts is reduced infiltration and increased runoff,

resulting in less moisture availability for plant use, and also

leading to more erosion.

Climatic Effects

The continuous universal change in climate appears to be

contributing towards a more arid environment which could be the cause

of extended drought periods (UNCOD, 1977). However, climatic records

are not long enough at this time to draw any conclusions. Present

understanding of global climatic variations still remains incomplete,

opening the door for further research into methods of forecasting
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future events based on past data. Dendroclimatology is one area of

research that applies statistical principles to tree-ring analysis of

past environments which provides information in this regard. On the

other hand short term historical data do provide some information on

the evidence of climatic change. For example, the increased aridity in

Sudan may suggest the possibility of more drought, and thus calling

for programs to reduce human and animal suffering (UNCOD, 1977).

The possibility of human activities as a contribution to

increased aridity should not be ignored. Such a process would lead to

modification in energy exchange and degradation of the dryland

ecosystem. It would also include an increase in the amount of dust and

aerosols in the lower atmosphere, resulting in diminished conviction

and reduction in rainfall frequency (UNCOD, 1977). While the above can

bring a change of climate, their extent of contribution may not be so

strong. What is certain is that direct impact of human activities

resulting in a change in soil-water balance and surface erosion are

important elements for climatic effects.

The climate of dryland zones is subject to extreme

fluctuations. In general, a drier climate is associated with greater

rainfall variabilities and a higher drought risk, resulting from

insufficient precipitation and human use of the land. Any short term

information (a few years of data) regarding rainfall variability can

be useful, indicating periods of stress experienced by plants. Long-

term information can identify climatic patterns and occurrence of

extreme events. However, this type of information can also be
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misleading. A sequence of good years may be convincing enough for a

major build up of livestock. Then, when a drought suddenly occurs,

plants need to cope with both the stress as the result of low moisture

content as well as the overgrazing stress. The result is a major

resource degradation which can take years to recover.

Strong wind and water erosion are due to extreme climatic

variations, such as high intensity rainfall. Both wind and water

erosion can give the greatest threat to the survival of desert life as

well as human occupancy. Sheet erosion is usually the first stage of

desertification process. At this stage, the finer soil particles of

silt and clay, along with organic matter attached to them, are washed

or blown away. As the time goes on, more fertile topsoil is removed

with continued sheet erosion. The exposure of less fertile subsoil

leads to declining productivity of the plants. Even if the moisture

conditions are favorable, the plants suffer due to lack of adequate

neutrient supplies.

A more severe stage of desertification starts with channel

erosion and formation of gullies. Some of the large size gullies

become permanent fixtures of the land. Gullies have a tendency to

start at the lower slopes and move upward as the erosion continues,

leading to massive movement of land over time.

Wind erosion has an important impact on the plant life.

Movement of sand will lead to the destruction of plants by shredding

leaves through abrasion, and at times by killing the whole plant. Sand
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blasting can also cause injury to the seeds which may greatly

influence germination and new plant production.

Indicators of Desertification 

Indicators of desertification are intended to identify the

degradation status of a region. Indicators should preferably be

quantifiable, sensitive to small changes, and easy to measure in some

direct or indirect manner. They are to provide an estimate of how much

degradation has occured in the past and also what kinds of impacts

current management practices can have for the future. Four of the more

important indicators are potential productivity, range condition,

condition trend, and drought indices.

Potential Productivity

This indicator gives information about the maximum quantity

and quality of production expected from a range site. Use of past data

on levels of production can indicate an estimate of the potential

productivity. The concept of climax used by plant scientists to

analyze plant succession is also applied to estimate potential

productivity. However, climax may not exactly serve the purpose due to

possible vegetational changes over the years. For example, continuous

grazing might have altered the range ecosystem such that the original

vegetation is impossible or even meaningless to identify as a guide to

the present grazing potential (Martin, 1975). Introductio ln of better

forage plants with good adaptation capability can give a completely

different measure of what original production potential would have



been. Use of data and successional plant community changes together

provide an indication of range-site productivity.

Range Condition

Range condition is a measure of the current condition as

compared to its potential productivity (Stoddart, et al, 1975). Range

condition can be looked at as a ranking index of site production. It

is usually described as excellent, good, fair, and poor relative to

the maximum potential of the site.

There are different methods of evaluating range condition. The

most widely used techniques are those developed by Soil Conservation

Service, United States Forest Service, and Bureau of Land Management.

These agencies manage some 320 million hectares of rangelands in the

17 western states. Each one has a different method of range condition
•

evaluation. The Soil Conservation Service method bases its evaluation

on plant groups; the other two agencies consider both plant and other

factors such as soil, (Gay, 1965).

The Soil Conservation Service method of range condition is

based on plant population as compared to the potential productivity of

the site. Three vegetational groups, decreasers, increasers, and

invadors are identified in terms of their grazing values.

Respectively, they represent forage plants, less desirable forage

plants, and undesirable plants and shrubs. Table 2-1 shows the ranking

method used by the Soil Conservation Service.

14
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Table 2-1. SCS method of range condition classes

Percent of Potential
Condition	 Productivity	 Vegetation Groups

Excellent	 75 - 100

Good	 50 - 75

Fair	 25 - 50

Mostly decreasers

Mostly increasers,
some decreasers

Mostly increasers,
fewer decreasers,
some invadors

Bad
	

0 - 25	 Mostly invadors
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The Forest Service classifies range condition based on species

composition, which is similar to the SCS method. However, soil

condition, amount of plant cover, and plant vigor are also evaluated.

The Bureau of Land Management's method is based on forage species

composition, plant density, vigor, and reproduction, as well as soil

erosion factors.

Range Trends

Range condition can change with time due to climatic or human

influences, giving rise to the concept of range trend. Range trend is

indicated by changes in plant vigor, rate of plant reproduction,

survival of reseedlings, and plant residue (litter) retained on the

soil surface. Range trend provides -information on the behavior of the

site over a time period. This is a useful management tool for future

use of the site. If for example a downward trend is observed and the

site has been grazed, a decision to reduce or remove livestock is

appropriate.

Drought Indices

Drought can be defined as a situation when water demand needed

for vegetation, animals, or man exeeds supply. This is a common

occurence in dryland areas, where soil moisture content is lost by

evapotranspiration during the dry seasons with no chance of geting

replenished. The most important consequence of drought comes when such

a period of no rain persists for weeks to a point that lack of
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moisture leads to plant dessication and death.

Drought indices are measurable quantities, showing the status

of drought, and which can be used as an indicator of desertification.

One method of developing drought indices is the use of rainfall data

to construct probability distribution functions. There are various

methods of data analysis such as the one described Gibbs and Moher

(1967) which provides information on the probability of various

amounts of rainfall. It can be used as a forecasting technique to

indicate possible drought periods.

Occurrence of Desertification 

Nearly all dry regions of the world are affected by

desertification to various degrees, except for some of the more arid

Climates such as the Sahara Desert (UNCOD, 1977). A past history

indicating any desertification events is a useful source when

evaluating the extend of the problem. This information can be used in

a classification system, such as the one used for developing

continental maps (Dregne, 1983), to evaluate the present status of

desertification at any given location. This classification system has

four indices: slight; moderate; severe; and very severe. The

evaluation is based on the ranking of present vegetation as compared

to its potential productivity.

Table 2-2 gives the desertification status of the dryland

areas of the world. Table 2-3 shows that 35 percent of the land inside

the United is arid.
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Table 2-2. Desertification of world drylands, Dregne (1983)

Desertification
Class

Square
Kilometers

Area Affected
Percent of Arid

Lands

Slight 24,520,000 52.1

Moderate 13,770,000 29.2

Severe 8,700,000 18.5

Very Severe 73,000 0.2

Total 47,063,000 100.0

Table 2-3. Areas of arid land in North America (in'000 ha), FAO
(1985)

	Total	 Area of	 Percent	 Percent
Countries
	

Area	 Arid Land	 Arid Land	 Forest

U.S.A. 936,312 327,709 35 31.8

Mexico 197,255 102,572 52 24.3
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According to Table 2-4, some 84 percent of rangelands in the

United States are affected by desertification.

The Tables indicate the potential for increasing

desertification in the Uinted States. Population growth and increasing

demand for resources will undoubtedly contribute to more expansion of

desertification. This is of major concern for some of the 17 Western

states, .where most of the arid lands are located. The mean annual

rainfall is as low as 3 inches for some areas of the west, such as the

low valleys of Sierra Nevada in California, Nevada, and Western

Arizona. At high elevations between the Sierra Nevada and Rocky

Mountains precipitation can exceed 20 inches annually. Most valleys of

New Mexico experience an annual rainfall of 6 inches. Practically, all

of the desert areas of the region have summer temperatures reaching at

least 105 F. Freezing temperatures are found everywhere in the region.

At a given station, a rainfall event may vary by more than twice the

annual mean. Spatial variability is also great. A difference of

several inches in precipitation may be observed within a 10 mile area

mostly because of a change in elevation.

Variabilities in precipitation and temperature are

characteristics of the "American Deserts." At the same time, human

mismanagement with special reference to cattle grazing has contributed

to more stress of the resources. Some of the earlier research

indicating a reduction of plant cover as a result of overgrazing dates

back to the turn of the century (Gorman, 1899; Plumer and Gowsell,
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1904; Rixon, 1905). The end result is an increasing trend towards

desertification.

Prevention and Reversal 

The spread of desertification in arid regions is of such a

magnitude that a major worldwide effort would be required in order to

make any improvements. Priorities should include those measures

directed towards the prevention of further deterioration since

reclamation practices may be too costly. If the priorities are to be

established on an economic basis, it is better to concentrate first on

protecting and improving the good land rather than the poor land

(UNCOD, 1977).

In combating desertification, the main objective must be the

utilization of the resource based on its "potential". Implementation

of grazing systems only represent one alternative and may not reflect

the potential of the site. Then, a management methodology which can

include all aspects of resource utilization alternatives, including

various grazing systems as well as other uses such as wild life or

recreation should prove effective toward combating desertification.



CHAPTER 3

A SYSTEM CONCEPT OF RANGELAND DYNAMICS

System Model 

To evaluate alternative actions as they impact rangeland, some

knowledge of their hydrologic behavior under climatic and human

influences was required. The system concept presented here was

intended to provide a framework of analysis for the dynamic behavior

of rangelands under variable climatic inputs and different grazing

intensities. The information gathered from this work was further used

in a multi-objective decision making technique for the evaluation of

alternative actions in light of desired objectives.

A system model can be viewed as a conceptual representation of

a rangeland. It provides a framework which is defined in terms of

inputs, states, and outputs. Inputs can be climatic such as rainfall,

temperature, and solar radiation, or they can be a decision such as

grazing intensity. The state can represent the range condition at a

given time. The output then would be forage production or sediment

yield. As the result of interaction among inputs, state, and outputs,

one is able to evaluate the dynamics of rangelands over time.

The following system model was formally defined to describe

the dynamics of rangeland ecosystems with respect to time. This

approach has been used in modelling hydrologic and water resources

22
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development and operations and for evaluation of uncertainties

associated with grazing rangelands (Duckstein, 1975; Fogel and

Duckstein, 1978). The model elements are:

(1) A time scale, t=1, . . in appropriate units;

(2) An input set X which includes climatic inputs, XC, and

decision inputs, XD;

(3) The set S which represents the state of the health of the

system at a given time;

(4) State transition function F which calculates the elements of

the state at time t+1 as a function of the input at time t and

the state at time t;

S(T+1) = F[ X(T), S(T) ]

The function F is a vector which relates the future state of

the system to the present state in terms of the variables XC,

and XD. The state transition vector may include ordinal

elements;

(5) The output set Z which includes the elements of the state of

interest to the decision maker which can have both climatic

and decision input variables;

(6) The output function G which calculates the output Z(t) at time

t as a function of XC(t), XD(t), and S(t);

Z(t)	 G [ XC(t), XD(t), S(t) ]

Like the transition function this function need not to be in

an analytical form;
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(7) The feedback function K, which selects output variables at

time t and transforms them into input decision variables at

time t+1;

XD(t+1) = K [ XC(t+1), XD(t), S(t) ]

The following example illustrate the operational nature of

this system concept:

.	 (1) A time scale, 1=0, 1, 2, ... expressed in years;

(2) The climatic inputs, XC(t), and decision inputs, XD(t) as

follows;

XC1(t) = rainfall;

XC2(t) = temperature;

XC3(t) = solar radiation;

XD1(t) = no grazing;

XD2(t) = light grazing;

XD3(t) = heavy grazing.

(3) State of the system can be represented in terms of the future

range condition based on any criteria applied to evaluate it,

i.e., SCS, Forest Service, BLM, or any other method;

(4) State transition function:

RC(t+1) = v[ RC(t), XS(t), XD(t) ]

Where:

RC(t+1) = range condition at time t+1;

RC(t) = range condition at time t;

XS(t) = Cumulative soil moisture to represent climatic

effects;



XD(t) = type of grazing intensity

Alternatively, the above can be shown as represented by Table

3-1 for RC(t+1).

(5) Output function:

21(t) = quantity of plant production at time t;

22(t) = amount of sediment at time t;

23(t) = total runoff at time t;

Z4(t) = range condition at time t.

(6) The feedback function:

XD(t+1) = K[ 24(0, XS(t+1) ]

The decision as to the intensity of grazing at time t+1 is

function of the range condition at time t and the cumulative

soil moisture content at time t+1.

Multi-objective Decision Making

Historical Perspectives

Mathematical programing techniques were discovered to be

useful decision making tools since the days of World War II. Problems

of different disiplines such as engineering, business, government,

economics, and the natural and social sciences were included as the

case studies for the application of mathematical techniques. The

common feature of these problems was resource allocation in such

diverse areas as capital investment, health care and emergency

25
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Table 3-1. State transition table, illustrating RC(t+1) as a function
of inputs at time t

Climatic Variables

Favorable	 Average	 Unfavorable
RC(t)

Grazing Intensity

High Low High Low High Low

EX GD EX GD EX FA GD

GD GD EX FA GD FA GD

FA FA GD FA FA PR FA

PR PR FA PR FA PR PR
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delivery systems, energy programs, and water resources management,

just to mention a few.

The Need for Multi-objective Methodology

During the last 20 years, there has been a growing need and

awareness for considering decisions made with several objectives. This

is due to the fact that most real life problems can not be formulated

as single objective problems. A classical example would be the design

of a water resource development project. A single objective

formulation can only include an analysis of cost and benefit in the

form of the "economic objective." Such a natural resource project

would need to include additional objectives, such as environmental,

social, and regional objectives to be realistic. An other example in

natural resources is that of a range ecosystem. To design a management

methodology, a project needs to consider environmental and economic

objectives such as sediment yield and forage production, respectively.

It also needs to consider other objectives such as wildlife and

recreational uses. This type of project then needs to be evaluated as

a multi-objective problem in order to provide some realistic outcome.

At the same time, continuous environmental degradation can no

longer be modeled by optimization of a single objective function,

namely economic growth. This type of situation has prompted the

regulation of certain laws with particular reference to multiple

objectives (National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA); United State

Water Resources Council; Water Pollution Control Act). The above
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regulations have motivated the need for development, analysis, and

application of multiobjective methodology.

Multi-objective Development and Application

There are several advantages in using Multi-objective Decision

Making (MODM) techniques in practice. Cohon (1978), suggests that

multi-objective planning can improve problem solving in at least three

ways. First, multi-objective planning can help in the decision process

by encouraging appropriate roles for the decision makers. Second,

multi-objective approaches typically identify a wider range of

alternatives than single-objective planning. Finally, multi-objective

studies better portray reality.

The first major step towards multi-objective analysis was

developed through the Harvard Water Program, a research enterprise

supported by the Rockefeller Foundation, The U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers, and the Bureau of Reclamation. Most of the work was

published in Mass et al (1962). Haimes (1975) identified the

principles of regional water resource planning for policy decision

making process at the various hierarchical levels; local, state,

regional, and federal. David and Duckstein (1976) applied the concept

of comfort-discomfort indices to the problem of evaluating alternative

water plans, as influenced by several European countries all at the

same time. The political decision-process necessary to water-resource

problems was given by Major (1969), where changes in federal

guidelines were suggested to reflect accurately the interaction of
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social preferences and investment opportunities. Haith and Louks

(1976) and Louks et al (1981) discussed the impact of the "Principles

and Standards" of the water resources development act of 1974 and

reviewed some of the methodologies available to the planner within the

multi-objective context. A more comprehensive listing for research on

multi-objective decision making is included in the supplementary

bibliography of page 173.



CHAPTER 4

A MULTI-OBJECTIVE DECISION MAKING METHODOLOGY FOR

RANGELAND WATERSHEDS

SCALER, A Rangeland Computer Simulation Program

Simulation techniques are useful for the analysis and better

understanding of natural resource behavior. They provide certain

critical information which otherwise would be expensive and time

consuming if it was to be carried out in the field for actual

observation. As a matter of fact, collection of data on some of the

long-term behavior could take years of field work before any

conclusion would be reached. At the same time, a knowledge of long-

term behavior is essential if management methodologies are to be

implemented to avoid future resource degradation. Information provided

by simulation studies are valuable decision making tools for future

resource planning. Some of the earlier work in this area concentrated

on simulation of individual environmental variables. Among work

devoted to the understanding of precipitation under stochastic

behavior is Duckstein et al (1972). Modeling of runoff events include

the famous SCS method (SCS, 1972). HYMO, developed by Williams and

Hann (1973) simulates various hydrologic components including sediment

yield as a measure of erosion. Other research have focused	 on

simulation of plant production (Innes, 1978; Paterson, 1978;

3 0
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Detling, 1979; Reynolds et al., 1980). For research on relating the

plant production component to hydrologic components, we can mention

(Wight and Hank, 1981: Hansen et al., 1983; Wight et al, 1984; William

et al, 1984).

Simulating Climatic And Land Effects of Ranges, SCALER has

been developed here for the implementation of the systems concept

described in the previous chapter. SCALER has two components. First is

a hydrological component, which simulates climatic events including

stochastic precipitation, stochastic temperature, and solar radiation.

These variables are used as inputs to simulate runoff, and sediment

yield. The second component uses daily soil water content and

temperature to simulate plant production. Figure 4-1 shows the

operational framework of SCALER.

Following is a description of different parameters as they

operate in the simulation package:

Hydrologic Component

An event-based, stochastic approach was used to simulate daily

rainfall based on frequency distribution and probability of rain for

each event. This approach can be used for arid and semi-arid areas,

where rainfall is subject to random occurrences in time and space, and

data are limited. To generate a rain event, two types of information

are required: the amount of rain per storm, and the number of storms

per month/season. The amount of rain per storm is fitted to a
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1 STOCHASTIC 1	 1	 SOLAR	 1	 1 STOCHASTIC:
1 RAINFALL 1 1 RADIATION 1	 :TEMPERATURE!                                                            
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1 RUN OFF I	 !EVAPOTRANSPIRATION:	 1 PRODUCTION!

ii,

1	 1 SEDIMENT 1
1 YIELD	 1	 1 CONTENT 1

Figure 4-1. Operational framework of SCALER

1
._______)n SOIL WATER:
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probability distribution, and the parameters of that distribution are

estimated for rainfall simulation. Information on the number of storms

per month or season represent probabilities of rainfall which are used

to generate randomly rainy day.

Runoff events are estimated using the standard Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) equation, described by the following non-

linear equation:

0 = (P - aS)/(P + bS) 2	(1)

where:

Q = runoff(inches);

P = rainfall(inches);

S = potential maximum retention(inches);

CN = 1000/10 + S
	

(2)

where:

CN = curve number.

Values of a and b are estimated to be 0.2 and 0.8,

respectively for small watersheds (SCS, 1972). P is the daily

rainfall, and S is estimated equation 2 for a given Curve Number, CN.

Values of CN are obtained for different soils, vegetative and

anticident moisture conditions. Q, is then estimated in inches for a

rainfall event whenever rain exceeds the 0.2S value.

To estimate sediment yield, the modified version of the

Universal Soil Loss Equation, developed by William and Hann, (1973) is
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used. Sediment yield is estimated whenever a runoff event occurs, as

represented by the following power function:

Z = 95(QFLOW). 56K(LS)CP	 (3)

QFLOW = (484AW)(Q)/(.5D + .6TC)	 (4)

where:

Z = sediment yield(tons);

QFLOW = peak runoff flow(inches);

K = soil erosivity factor;

LS = slope-length factor;

C = crop management factor;

P = erosion control factor;

AW = area of watershed(miles-2);

Q = runoff events(inches);

D = storm duration(hours);

TC = time of concentration(hours).

Shortwave solar radiation of the upper atmosphere is

independent of the weather conditions. Only a portion of that

radiation reaches the earth's surface and is simulated using the

following piecewise linear relationship:

RS = 10(RA/L)
	

(5 )

where:

RS = solar radiaiton reaching the earth(Cal/cm2/dy);

RA = solar radiation of upper atmosphere(Cal/cm2/dy);

L = latent heat of vaporization(Cal/cm);
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L, latent heat of vaporization can be represented as a linear

regression function of daily temperature, T ( °Kelvin) described below:

L = 750 - .56(T)
	

(6)

Daily temperature, TM is simulated stochastically by a Signosoidal

function:

TM = A[ SIN(XD - B).0172 - 1] + C
	

(7 )

DT = TM + Y(Q)
	

(8)

where:

A, B, C = parameters estimated from data;

XD = day of year;

TM = average daily temperature ( ° F)

Y = a normally distributed random variable;

Q = Daily standard deviation of temperature;

DT = stochastic average daily temperature ( ° F).

Actual Evapotranspiration (AET) is a function of water

quantity in the soil and will be less than or equal to Potential

Evapotranspiration (PET), represented by the following_piecewise

linear relationships:

AET = PET if W > WK
	

(8 )

AET = (Ti/WK)PET if Tr; < WK
	

(1 0)

.5(W1 + W2)

PET can be shown as a linear regression of RS, solar radiation:

PET = A + (8)(C)(RS)
	

(1 2)
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where:

A, B = regression coefficients respectively from nomographs

relative humidity data;

C = weighing factor based on latitude and temperature;

W1, W2 = soil water content of consecutive days;

WK = a portion of WM, maximum soil water content. WK is the

point where AET = PET (Sellers, 1965).

To evaluate the next day's soil water content, a soil water

budgeting approach developed by Owtadolajam (1982) is applied. Of

interest is the amount of water available for plant growth which is

estimated by considering different aspects of water movement into the

soil. Mathematically, this is represented by the water balance

equation:

P = Q + SURP + AET + W2 t... W1 	 (13)

SURP = (B)(P)(W2)/WM 	 (14)

B = .8(P)/(PET + P) 	 (15)	 •

where:

P = daily rainfall(mm);

Q = runoff(mm);

SURP = soil water surplus(mm);

AET = Actual Evapotranspiration(mm);

W1, W2 = present day and next day's soil water content;

WM = field capacity value(mm).
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Production Component

A methodology to simulate plant production, explained by

Gilbert (1975) was modified for use in the southwestern desert

grassland. In this case, daily biomass production is simulated based

on the information on daily soil water and average temperature. This

procedure is used for both perennial and annual grass production.

The Net Primary Production, NPPW is represented as a linear

function of photosynthesis rate, PSW, and respiration rate, RSW:

NPPW = D(X)(PSW - RSW) 	 (16)

where:

NPPW = net primary production (gm/m-2/day);

D(X) = proportion of a species of perennial grass;

PSW = photosynthesis rate (gm/m-2/day);

RSW = respiration rate (gm/m -2/day);

PSW and RSW are represented by the following non-linear functions:

PSW = (ETQW)(ESMQW)(QBMW)(QMAXW)
	

(17)

RSW = (ETRW)(QBMW)(RMAXW)
	

(18)

where:

ETQW = effect of temperature on photosynthesis;

ESMQW = effect of soil moistur on photosynthesis;

QBMW = standing green biomass;

QMAXW = maximum daily photosynthesis rate (gm/m-2/day);

ETRW = effect of temperature on respiration;

RMAXW = maximum daily respiration rate.



ETQW, effect of temperature on photosynthesis is shown as a second

order function of daily temperature:

ETQW = 1 - (DT - XMAXW) -2/(XAVW) -2

where:

DT = simulated average daily temperature ( ° C);

XMAXW = maximum temperature effect;

XAVW = average temperature effect.

ESMQW, effect of soil moisture on photosynthesis is represented as an

exponential function of daily soil water content:

ESMQW = 1 _ e-5(SW - SMIN)/(FCAP - SMIN)	 (20)

where:

SW = simulated daily soil water content (mm);

SMIN = wilting point value (mm);

FCAP = field capacity value (mm).

QBMW, standing green biomass is a function of previous day's green

biomass and present day's primary production:

QBMW = QBMW1 + NPPW
	

(2 1)

where:

QBMW = standing green biomass(gm/m -2);

QBMW1 = standing green biomass, previous day(gm/m-2).

ETRW, effect of temperature on respiration is represented as an

exponential function of temperature:

ETRW = .01*e- 161(DT)
	

(22)

38

(19)
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An approach similar to the one for perennial grasses described

above was used to simulate annuals:

NPPC = PSC - RSC

PSC = (ETQC)*(ESMQC)*(QBMC)*(QMAXC)

(23)

(24)

ETQC = 1 - (DT - XMAXC) ^2/XAVC-2 (25)

ESMQC = (SW - SMIN)/(FCAP - SMIN) (26)

QBMC = QBMC1 + NPPC (27)

RSC = (ETRC)*(QBMC)*(RMAXC) (28)

ETRC =	 .03*e.126*DT (29)

where:

NPPC = net primary production (gm/m-2/day);

PSC = phtosynthesis rate of annuals (gm/m-2/day);

RSC = respiration rate of annuals (gm/m-2/day);

ETQC = effect of temperature on photocynthesis;

ESMQC = effect of soil moisture on photosynthesis;

QMBC = standing green biomass;

QMAXC = maximum photosyntheis rate(gm/m-2/day);

XMAXC = maximum effect of phtosynthesis;

	

XAVC	 average effect of photosynthesis; .

	

QBMC1	 standing green biomass of previous day;

ETRC = effect of temperature on respiration.

Range Condition and Trend

Here, range condition is evaluated on an annual basis at the

time of production peak. Then, condition trend is the result of the
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sequence of range condition values for the simulation period. The

following criteria are used to evaluate range condition index for the

next period:

(i) previous year's index value rated on a scale of(0-4), where

4 = excellent, 3 = good, 2 = fair, 1 = poor;

(ii) present year's production index as compared to the

production potential of the site, on a scale of (0-4);

(iii) cumulative soil moisture content up to the time of

evaluation to represent climatic influence, as illustrated

by Table 4-1.

The next range condition index is evaluated as the composite

effect of criteria(i, ii, iii) which is the state transition function

explained in the previous chapter. Information provided by SCALER from

the hydorological and production components and from the range

condition and trend indecies are further used in a multi-objective

technique for decision making purposes as will be discussed next.

Design of a Multi-objective Decision Problem

Problem Formulation

As the first step the problem of interest needs to be

formulated in terms of the objectives, criteria, and the alternative

actions. Four major objectives to represent various aspects of

resource utilization were selected to include environmental, economic,

socio-political, and wildlife issues. The criteria are used to
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Table 4-1. Criteria for ranking cumulative soil moisture

Rank	 Basis of Evaluation

Favorable	 IF	 FCSM1 > ACSM2 + .10*ACSM

Average	 IF	 ACSM - .10*ACSM < FCSM < ACSM + .10*ACSM

Unfavorable	 IF	 FCSM < ACSM - .10*ACSM

1 FCSM = present cumulative soil moisture
2ACSM = previous cumulative soil moisture content
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identify as how an objective can be achieved. Seven criteria were used

for the four objectives as described in Figure 4-2.

SCALER provided the values needed for sediment yield and plant

production based on a 100-year simulation. Other criteria were given a

range of 0-10 since they are qualitative measures.

After the objectives and associated criteria were identified,

a set of alternative action were selected. An alternative should

provide the information which is necessary for its implementation and

the possible resulting outcome. Six alternatives were selected as

possible actions for a rangeland watershed, described as follows:

X1 . grazing under a preferred system;

X2 = grazing system with periodic shrub removal;

X3 = grazing system with reseeding;

X4 = development as a wildlife habitat;

X5 = development for recreation;

X6 = remove grazing, do nothing.

At this time an array of alternative versus criteria can be

formed as represented in Table 4-2.

In the above table A's through G's represent the possible

impact of each alternative on each criterion evaluated by a decision

maker.
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CriteriaObjective

environmental

economic

socio-political

wildlife

-sediment yield (tons/acre/year)
-soil crusting (qualitative)

-plant production (lb/acre/year)
-cost ($/acre)

-use for recreation (qualitative)
-public acceptance (qualitative)

-adequate habitat (qualitative)

Figure 4-2. Objectives and criteria
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Criteria

Alternative

X1 X2 X3	 X4 X5 X5

sediment yield

soil crusting

production

cost

recreation

public accept.

wildlife

Al

B1

Cl

D1

El

Fl

G1

A2

B2

C2

D2

E2

F2

G2

A3	 A4

B3	84

C3	 C4

D3	 D4

E3	 E4

F3	 F4

G3	 G4

A5

85

C4

D5

E5

F5

G5

A6

B6

C5

D6

E6

F6

G6
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Selection of An Appropriate Technique

Once the alternative versus criteria array is established a

multi-objective technique should be selected for a complete decision

process. Several factors need to be considered in order to arrive at a

technique suitable for a given problem. The following is intended to

describe a selection procedure which is explained in detail in Gershon

and Duckstein (1984).

Classification Criteria. Multi-objective decision making

techniques can be classified in terms of the following criteria:

A. Mathematical programming versus decision analysis;

B. Quantitative versus qualitative criteria;

C. Timing of preference determination;

D. Interactive versus noninteractive;

E. Comparison of solutions.

A. Mathematical programming versus decision analysis: Either a

continuous set of alternatives (mathematical programming) or a

discrete set (decision analysis) is evaluated. This is the result of

the characteristics of the decision process since the analyst would

only use one of the two approaches based on personal experience and

also that the nature of the problem would require one approach and not

both.

B. Quantitative versus qualitative criteria: Several criteria

such as sediment yield can be quantified. There are also criteria such

as political preference which can not be quantified. Some technique
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can only handle quantitative criteria such as Goal Programming while a

few can work with both quantitative and qualitative criteria such as

ELECTRE method.

C. Timing of preference determination: The decision maker may

prefer to refine his decision as more information becomes available

while another decision maker would maintain the original decision. In

the first case the PORTRADE method may be appropriate while Goal

Programming may be the right method in the second case.

D. Interactive versus noninteractive: This criterion is

similar to the preference determination. In the interactive situation

a progressive articulation of weights is obtained.

E. Comparison of solutions: This criterion is related to the

kind of solution desired by the decision maker. The decision maker may

prefer a solution which would give the best outcome with respect to

some status quo, or the one closest to a goal point, or one resulting

from the comparision of alternatives.

Characteristics Describing the Problem. The selection of a

multi-objective technique depends on the problem characteristics, one

characteristic indicates whether a mathematical programming approach

or a decision analysis approach should be taken for a given problem.

Another characteristic would indicate if all criteria can be

quantified or some have to remain in the qualitative form. These two

characteristics would eliminate a number of techniques from

consideration.
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Other important characteristics including problem size, number

of objectives, alternative actions, decision dnd state variables and

constraints all put limitations on the selection of a particular

technique.

Characteristics Describing the Techniques. A knowledge of the

capabilities and limitations of the techniques is required when a

selection is to be made.

The characteristics of the solution techniques are also to be

considered. A solution can be closest to a goal point, or farthest

from an aspiration point, or as the result of the direct comparison

among alternatives. Other characteristics include robustness with

respect to parameter change, degree of ranking provided, ease of use,

and the amount of interaction required with the decision maker.

Characteristics Describing the Decision Maker. One major

characteristic of the decision maker is the amount of time he is

available and the desire he has for involvement in the decision

process. The ability of the decision maker to state weights and other

values are also important characteristics.

The level of knowledge of the decision maker in relation to

the functioning of multi-objective techniques can put a limit on the

number of techniques to be considered. Some techniques such as the

Surrogate Worth Tradeoff technique demand a degree of sophistication
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on the decision maker. On the other hand, ELECTRE is one technique

that requires minimum background in decision Theory.

The procedure described above is necessary towards the

selection of a suitable multi-objective technique. At this time the

analyst may have enough information to lead him to an appropriate

technique. It is however possible that due to the complexity of the

problem or the large number of solution techniques remained to be

considered, an appropriate technique can not be selected. In this case

a procedure referred to as the "model choicê algorithm" should be

applied which is discussed in more details in Gershon and Duckstein

(1984).

ESAP, A Multi-objective Decision Technique

. An evaluation of rangeland resource alternatives requires the

application of a decision-making technique which is flexible enough

for handling various objectives as well as quantifiable and non-

quantifiable criteria. Also a technique that allows for interaction in

the decision process and at the same time would not require a great

degree of sophistication is desirable. Since a comparison among the

alternatives is the approach taken here, a technique with this type of

capability should be applied.

The above characteristics suggested the selection of Evaluation

and Sensitivity Analysis Package, ESAP. Developed by the United States

Army Corps of Engineers, ESAP is a computer program which applies

multi-attribute utility for decision making purposes. Utility is
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defined to be a subjective benefit which would result from the

achievement of an objective. This information can be incorporated into

a utility function by combining the individual utility values of the

decision maker. A management alternative which provides maximum

utility considering all objectives is viewed as the preferred action.

The structure of ESAP evolves around multi-attribute utility

theory as presented by Keeney and Raiffa (1976). While comprehensive

in its method of analysis, EASP is relatively simple from

computational standpoint, handling large data sets. A main advantage

of ESAP is in that it allows for direct interaction of the decision

maker(s) with the technical experts which can lead to better

decisions. ESAP also allows for detailed documentation of the

alternatives for recommendation purposes. Such advantages and the fact

that ESAP can handle both quantitative and qualitative data makes it

a suitable technique for the analysis of management alternatives

applied to rangeland watersheds.

Application of ESAP

When applying ESAP to rangeland alternatives, a set of

procedures need to be set up. These procedures, each of which is a

computer sub program, are called: TREE, VARIABLES, WEIGHTS, VALUES,

and GOALS.

TREE Procedure. This procedure structurally identifies with

the objectives of interest. In this case, four general objectives were

identified including environmental protection (soil), economic



considerations (forage production, any associated cost), wildlife

level (suitable habitat), and public benefits (public acceptance,

recreational facilities).

VARIABLES Procedure. For an evaluation of alternative actions,

the general objectives of the TREE procedure are further explained in

terms of the evaluation Factors(criteria). As illustrated by Figure

4-3 the four objectives are identified by seven FACTORS. The FACTORS

should be selected in a manner so they would not overlap.

The FACTORS represented in a quantitative or qualitative form

as a VARIABLE may differ in their levels of importance as it is the

case in this analysis. VARIABLES of soil erosion and soil crusting are

general problems of dryland regions. The degree to which they would

impact dryland resources depends on the alternative action employed.

Intensive and/ or continuous grazing programs will lead to accelerated

resource degradation including reduced production of forage. On the

other hand, production of meat and diary products is an economic

essential for people whose life style is based on such practices.

Without cattle grazing on a profit-making basis, ranchers would simply

go out of business. Maintaining a natural habitat for wildlife is also

an important VARIABLE sustaining the natural environment of a

rangeland as it should be. Rangelands also can provide some

opportunities for recreational purposes as a beneficial objective for

human use. Activities such as hiking, camping, picnic areas, and

50
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OBJECTIVES	 FACTORS (criteria)
VARIABLE

/
Environmental Considerations----

\

/
Economic Consideration 	

\

Wildlife Consideration

Public Considerations
\

Soil Erosion

Soil Crusting

Forage Production

Cost of
Implementation

Adequate Habitat

Use For Recreation

Public Acceptance
of An Alternative

Figure 4-3. TREE procedure representing objectives and FACTORS
(criteria)
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hunting should be considered for public benefits. One important

VARIABLE is public response to a particular alternatives as well as

their participation in the whole decision making process.

WEIGHTS Procedure. The WEIGHTS procedure allows for an

indication of the relative importance of each VARIABLE in the TREE

procedure. The decision maker is presented with the set of VARIABLES

and is requested to voice his assigned weights. This is a subjective

process and is heavily based on the decision maker's preciption when

he is identifying the relative importance of each VARIABLE. It should

be noted that the sum of all assigned weights should add up to 1.00.

If this is not the case, the assigned values need to normalized to

1.00.

VALUES Procedure. In the VALUES procedure, the decision maker

is asked to specify the VALUES of VARIABLES, usually in terms of

maximum and minimum levels. Where data are available, these maximum

and minimum levels may indicate the range in the available data for a

given VARIABLE. For example, quantity of sediment yield as a measure

of erosion may vary from some low to a high value, measured as

tons/year. On the other hand, soil crusting can only be indicated

qualitatively within a range with some uncertainty of what is actually

occuring. In situations where no specific data are available, the

VALUES can be based on ordinal scale (e.g., on a ten point scale).
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These VALUES are subjective and may indicate user's imprecision by

specifying a range.

Thus VALUES procedure has two types of output. One output is

the result of measurable data, such as soil erosion or forage

production. The other one is a subjective based on an arbitrary

ordinal scale. Either situation relates the functional relationship to

a utility or benefit as will be discussed later. In each case, the

imprecision of imperfect information would be expressed in range of

VALUES acceptable to the decision maker.

GOALS Procedure. The GOALS procedure allows to specify the

particular type of goal, or utility function, for use with each

VARIABLE. In general a linear relationship may be used, as a "built-

in" option of ESAP. However, a more critical analysis may reveal a

utility function which is not necessarily linear. In this case the

individual utility function related to each VARIABLE needs to be

constructed which will be described next. A recommended procedure for

the assessment of single attribute utility function is the "careful

algorithm" described in Krzysztofowicz and Duckstein (1979), in which

at least seven points are assessed for each curve, avoiding the

extreme points, and consistency checks are made. However this is a

time consuming process for situations of more than three attribute

(Keeney, 1980). A method recommended by Brinck et al. (1986) seems to

be quite practical. In this case two points are assessed at about 25%

and 75% of the range of the attribute and a curve is fitted using four
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available numbers including the extreme points. This procedure was

used for the construction of utility functions.

The information gathered on the range and imprecision of each

VARIABLE, along with the WEIGHTS, and utilities were further used as

inputs to ESAP for an evaluation of the alternatives.

Evaluation of Alternatives with Uncertain Data. After each

VARIABLE is assigned a WEIGHT, a VALUE, a range, and a utility

function, the performance can be evaluated by means of the following

equation:

Sjk = X Wik( Uik(Eij) )
i,j

where:

Sjk is the evaluation score of Plan j according to Evaluator k;

Eij is the effect of plan j on variable i;

Uik is the utility function or goal showing the relationship

between k's preferences and the potential effect, Eij;

Wik is the normalized weight showing the importance that evaluator

k attributes to the utility of variable i.

In comparing alternatives, ESAP distinguishes between those -

which can be evaluated further and those which are to be eliminated at

this stage. An alternative is eliminated when its performance is less

than the minimum possible score attained by all other alternatives. By

the same token, an alternative is superior to all others when its

minimum performance it better than the maximum outcome of all others.
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A difficult situation may arise if the range of values overlap between

all alternatives for a clear cut evaluation.

In the case of definite distinctions between alternatives,

ESAP will rank them based on their overall performance. In those

situations when a definite distinction does not exist, the decision

maker needs to evaluate the results further.



CHAPTER 5

CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

Description of the Site

Santa Rita Experimental Range, located 30 miles south of

Tucson, Arizona, was selected as a study site to apply SCALER, and to

evaluate alternative management plans. The range is maintained by the

United States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, for research

on semi-arid ranges grazed by cattle. It was established in 1903 and

it covers an area of 50000 acres. It represents some 20 million acres

of semi-arid, grass-shrub range in southern Arizona, New Mexico, and

Texas. Research is conducted by the state as well as many federal

agencies.

The range lies on a broad, sloping plain cut by many shallow,

dry washes. The elevation rises from less than 2900 feet to over 4500

feet along the foothills of Santa Rita mountains.

The particular site investigated, identified as pasture 1, is

located in the southwestern corner of the Santa Rita Range, as

illustrated by Figure 5-1. The pasture covers approximately 1.158

square miles and is bordered on the southeast by the McGibbon range

and Coronado National Forest, on the south by the Santa Rita Range

boundary, on the west by pasture B, on the northwest by pasture 22 and

northeast by pasture 9. The average elevation at the site is 4200

56
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feet, ranging from 3937 feet to 4754 feet. Slopes range from 0 percent

to 10 percent with an average of 6 percent. The dominant soil type in

pasture 1 is comoro sandy loam. The substratum contains stratified

sandy loam, fine sandy loam, and gravelly sandy loam with a thickness

of 125 to 150 cm. Erosion hazards and erodibility are high (Clemmons,

et al, 1970).

Climate

Average yearly rainfall increases with elevation from 10

inches at 2900 feet to almost 20 inches at 4300 feet. About 60 percent

of the rain comes between July 1 and September 30. No effective

rainfall is expected in April, May, or June.

Average daily maximum temperature at the range headquarters

exeeds 90 ° F in June and July. Daily minimum temperature average below
40 ° F in December, January, and February.

Vegetation

The perennial vegetation is dominated by mesquite, cactus, and

other shrubs. Mesquite, burroweed, and cholla reach their highest

average densities between 3200 and 3600 feet elevation; mesquite and

prickly pear cactus are major species even above 4000 feet. Other

shrubs, including acacia, mimosa, and calliandra, make up only 21

percent of the shrub cover below 3200 feet but comprise 65 percent of

the shrub cover above 4000 feet.

The abundance of perennial grasses increases with rainfall and

elevation. The species composition of the perrenial grass-stand also
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changes with elevation and rainfall. The tall three-awns are common at

all elevations. Santa Rita three-awns, Arizona cotton top, and

ruthrock grama are major species at the middle and lower elevations

but are minor species above 4000 feet. Bush- muhly makes up a greater

part of the grass-stand at lower elevations and is scarce at higher

elevations. Other gramas including black, side oats, slender,

sprucetop, and hairy, make-up over 60 percent of the stand at higher

elevations and are relatively scarce at the middle and lower

elevations.

Rainfall provides two growth periods for forage production. A

minor one during early spring when temperature becomes favorable, and

the major one during summer when rains begin after the late spring

drought. Perennial grasses, browse, and annuals each react to this

climatic change with their own characteristic growth patterns.

Perennials are the most reliable source of forage production.

Their growth begins soon after the start of summer rains, and

continues for as long as effective rain continues. Growth normally

starts around July 1 and stops by September 30. In favorable years,

some grasses also produce a little growth intermittently from February

through June. However, more than 90 percent of perennial grass growth

is produced after summer rains begin. This is in particular the case

in areas of higher elevation and rain.
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Geology And Soils

Soils are composed of pleistocene alluvium from mixed rock

sources that form gently sloping alluvial fans extending from Santa

Rita mountains northwestedly toward the Santa Cruz river. About 50

percent of the soils are classified as aridisols, 25 percent as

mollisols, 20 percent as entisols, and the reminder as gravelly

alluvium or rock. Near the mountains, paleocene granitic rocks and

upper certaceous quartz monzonite and granodiorite occur. Some

limestone areas are found in northeast part of the range.

Resource Utilization Alternatives 

In this section six possible alternative actions which include

three grazing practices, use for recreation, wildlife habitat, and the

do nothing option with removal of grazing are explained in details.

Santa Rita Grazing System

Various rest-graze systems have been designed to over come the

problems associated with continuous grazing. Of those experimented on

the Santa Rita Range, some date back to 1957 (Martin, 1978). A study

done by Martin, (1978) compared 22 rest-graze systems to continuous

grazing. The results indicated that 2 systems were more detrimental

than continuous grazing, 15 systems were not clearly different, and 5

that appeared beneficial. Table 5-1 shows the results, indicating that

a system described by a 2 year rest period out of 3 during March-

October was by far superior to continuous grazing. A system of
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Table 5-1. Rating of various grazing systems as compared to the
continuous grazing (Martin, 1978)

Frequency of Rest

Season or	 1
Rest Period

Year	 1
in 3

Year	 2
in 2

Years	 3
in 3

Years
in 4

Every
Year

Spring (March-June) 0 02 0 0

Summer (July-Oct) 0 02 0 +

Winter (Nov-Feb) 0 02 0 0 0

Win-early Spring (Nov-Apr)

Late Spr-Summer (May-Oct)

Summer (July-Sept) 01

Summer (July-Oct) and
next Spring (March-June) 02

Spring-Summer (March-Oct) + 02 + + +

Yearlong (Nov-Oct) + + +

0 = no diff.
-- = worse

+, ++, +++ = increasingly better
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yearlong rest for 2 years out of 3 was the second best. The third best

system was described by a system of 1 year rest out of 3, as well as a

(July-Oct) rest of 3 year out of 4.

In Table 5-1, 1 refers to pasture test over 10-year period, 2

refers to small plot test away from water. Also, that all other rating

was for small plot tests near water.

The system of rest for March-October, graze 2 years out of 3

which had the highest ranking is a key feature of the Santa Rita

grazing system. The following gives an explanation of how this system

operates:

The Santa Rita rest-graze system is illustrated by Figure 5-2

for a 3 year period. This system allows for a full year's rest to

provide an accumulation of forage that helps protect new growth from

grazing. This is specially important in the spring, when the cattle

are hungry for nutritious green forage but growth is limited.

The Santa Rita schedule uses each year's forage crop. The

first summer's forage crop is harvested during the winter (Nov-Feb) of

year 2, immediately after the close of the summer growing season.

Forage grazed during this period is generally adequate in quantity and

quality, although protein in the animal's diet may drop below the

recommended levels in January when green forage is least available

(Cable and Shumway, 1966). The second summer's forage crop is grazed

during the spring (March-June) of year 3, 4 months after it matures.

Current spring growth enhances the quality of the animals' diet during
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Pasture/ Year One	 Year Two	 Year Three
/ 	

/ Nv-Fb Mr-in Jy-Ot Nv-Fb Mr-Jn Jy-Oc Nv-Fb Mr-in Jy-Oc

A	 Graze	 Graze

B	 Graze	 Graze

C	 Graze	 Graze

Figure 5-2. Three years of rest-graze system sequence
for three pastures in the Santa Rita
Grazing System
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this grazing period and the old, mature herbage provides energy. The

third summer's forage is grazed in the summer (July-Oct) as it grows.

This is the time that animals take the bulk of their gain for the year

(Ward, 1975). Forage quality during this summer growing-grazing period

is enhanced because mature and over-mature herbage from the previous

summer is removed during the spring dry period before summer growth

starts.

Concentration of cattle in July to October does not overgraze

the range in the summer growing season unless forage production is

well below average. Rather, the year's forage is grazed off in 4

months instead of 12. And, because the active growing season averages

less than 3 months, only about half of the grazing occurs during the

active period of plant growth.

Grazing System With Shrub Removal

Many ranges fail to produce maximum forage due to shrub

invasion. As the demand for forage increases so does methods of

restoring ranges to their full production. A major concern of

implementing some of these methods is the cost associated with them.

Of the invading woody plants, mesquite is the most detrimental (Parker

and Martin, 1952). Methods of removal depend on stage of invasion,

availability of equipment, site productivity, and other factors

(Reynolds and Tschirley, 1956).

Hand grubbing using mattocks is a relatively cheap method, and

the most effective for trees of less than 1 inch in diameter. Initial
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invasions can be handled by only a few cents per acre (Reynolds and

Martin, 1968). Application of low-grade diesel oil to individual trees

is best for stands that do not exeed 100 stems an acre. If properly

applied, diesel oil will kill 90% of these plant at a cost of 7-10

cents a tree (Martin, 1957).

Cabling or chaining effectively reduces stand density when

trees are larger than 2 inches in basal stem diameter and when density

exeeds 100 plants an acre. A 300 to 500 foot length of heavy anchor

chain or a 1 3/4-inch multistrand wire cable is usually dragged

between two crawler-type tractors. Two passes in opposite directions

are more effective than one pass. In stands of mesquite exeeding 225

trees an acre, specially in rough topography, spraying chemicals on

foliage is helpful (Martin, 1968).

Population of burroweed has also increased in many of the

grass-shrub ranges. It germinates on cool-season moisture, then

stands of seedlings are produced in those years of heavy precipitation

during spring and summer. Major increases in burroweed on the Santa

Rita were recorded in the early 30's and the late 50's. Burroweed

stands usually mature in a few years after a favorable establishment

season and then decline (Martin, 1968).

Establishment of burroweed will result in declining grass

production, specially those growing during spring. Grubbing, mowing,

chemical treatment, and prescribed fire all do help to control

burrweed. Grubbing is expensive; mowing in June or July is limited to
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fairly level, rock-free terrain (Martin, 1968). Where the fire hazard

is not a major problem and there is more then 500 pounds of fuel per

acre, prescribed burning has proved effective, with up to 90 percent

kills attained during June (Reynolds and Bohning, 1956). In prescribed

burning, temporary damage to perennials as well as rapid reinvasion by

burroweed seedlings must be considered (Cable, 1965).

Proper grazing management must follow burroweed control. If

burroweed is removed form a heavily grazed range, the remaining

perennial grasses, formerly protected by burroweed, will suffer

serious grazing damage. Moreover, a good stand of perennial grass will

reduce the crown cover of burroweed (Cable, 1966).

Cholla and prickly pear, are both undesirable and are invading

many of the southwestern ranges. Cholla in particular influences the

number of animals which should otherwise graze the site. At times

stands of mature jumping cholla like that of burroweed are eliminated

by natural causes, with slow reinvasion (Martin, 1968).

In this case fire, under proper situations, also would

decrease cacti population. Fire prescribed during one June killed 40

percent of the cholla and about 30 percent of the prickly pear

(Reynolds and Bohning, 1956).

Any method of shrub invasion should follow an examination of

the site an its past history for more effective results.
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Grazing System With Reseeding

In many of the seriously deteriorated ranges, the natural

vegetation does not have the capability to recover over time. At the

same time, localized concentration of cattle which is a typical

feature of many ranges has led to depletion of grass and requires

restoration. Also, more forage is desirable at certain times of the

year such as spring. Reseeding can help to improve some of these

deficiencies.

Many reliable seeding methods 'are developed for grass-shrub

ranges with better quality sites (Anderson, et al., 1953). Level sites

with deep, fertile, and medimum textured soils are preferred for

seeding. Annual rainfall should exeed 11 inches and scattered shrubs

should be removed prior to reseeding. Also, grazing needs to be

controlled on these areas as a part of total management plan (Martin,

1968).

The best species suitable for seeding at elevations of above

1400 feet, and 14 inches of rainfall, are Lehmann and Bohr

lovegrasses. blue grama, Arizona cottontop, and black grama are good

species eventhough more difficult to establish. On upland sites, with

a rainfall of 11 to 14 inches, only Lehmann lovegrass has shown some

success. On bottom-land sites with higher moisture accumulation, blue

panicum, Johnsongrass, Lehmann lovegrass, and Bohr lovegrass seem to

do well (Martin, 1968).

A major important factor of a successful reseeding project is

soil treatment. Soil treatment helps with the removal of undesirable
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vegetation, covers the seed, and allows for better infiltration

through the soil regime. Pitting with an eccentric disk has proven

successful. Contour furrowing and ripping have also given good

results. The recommended soil covering for seed is one-eighth of an

inch for Lehmann lovegrass, and.about 1 inch for coarse-seed species

(Martin, 1968).

Due consideration should be given for seeding project. No

grazing should be allowed until after the second growing season, or

until seedheads are established. A proper grazing system should be

implemented once the grasses are established. Measures should be taken

to prevent destruction of newly seeded stands by insects and rodents.

Areas with natural cattle concentration are most difficult for

establishment through seeding.

Development as a Wildlife Habitat

The life history and habitat requirement of many wildlife

species have been under investigation for over half of a century,

mostly dealing with redents and their relation with vegetation, life

history, and physiology of water and food consumption (Martin and

Reynolds, 1973).

Rodents and rabbits are the major consumers of vegetation on

the Santa Rita Range, lowering the overall grazing capacity of the

range. During 1937 for example, rodents and rabbits were estimated to

have consumed some two-fifth of the forage produced (Culley, 1939).
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Table 5-2 estimates animal numbers for the entire experimental range

and associated forage consumption as compiled by Martin (1968).

Rodents and rabbits can be more detrimental to the range

vegetation due to the fact that they graze much closer, including

digging of root systems during dry periods (Martin, 1968). Some

species such as kangaroo rat can encourage shrub invasion by

disseminating the seeds (Reynolds, 1954b, Reynolds, 1958). Jackrabbits

and some kangaroo rats are more abundant on those ranges with poor

condition, expediting the deterioration and reduced productivity

(Taylor, 1935).

A population increase of rodents and rabbits would lead to

range deterioration, requiring methods of control. It should be

mentioned that not all of the rodents are problematic on rangelands.

Some rare species would require protection, and also some wildlife

species graze plants not used by cattle (Martin, 1968).

Development for Recreation

This resource utilization alternative incorporates the

construction of roads, trails, picnic and camping areas, as well as

regulations for hunting in the area. Promotion of these ideas serves

the public in those range sites which may not promise desired outcome

by implementing other alternatives , while there are associated costs

involved with some of the construction projects, in the long run it

may benefit many people and it may also result in the improvement of

vegetation under natural conditions.
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Table 5-2. Estimated population of wildlife on the Santa-Rita
Experimental Range

Species
Animal

Numbers

Yearly Forage
Use, Animal

(LB)

Yearly Forage
Use,	 Animal
(LB/ACRE)

Allen jackrabbit 10,000 175.20 35

California jackrabbit 620 120.45 1

Arizona cottontail 3,530 54.75 4

Roundtail ground squirrel 29,780 8.21 5

Bannertail kangaroo rat 87,125 5.53 9

Merriam kangaroo rat 42,025 2.41 2

Total 56
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The Do Nothing Option, Remove Grazing

This alternative would be suitable for situations where at any

cost or management method there is little promise of any improvement.

This may be the case for areas of high level degradation, with severe

soil erosion requiring expensive undertakings with low possibility of

improvement. This alternative suggests that grazing should not be done

on the site and thus cattle must be removed. The site is to be left on

its own, under natural conditions for a period of time until recovery

is achieved and then a management method such as a grazing system can

be implemented.

SCALER Results

Hydrologic Component

Stochastic Precipitation. Precipitation data for the period of

(1958-1978) were used to obtain the required parameters, namely amount

of rainfall per event and probability of a rain event for each month.

Data were collected from three rain gauges (McGibbon, Robinson, and

Florida).

The data fitted a Gamma distribution for the amount of rain

per event (appendix D), where an event is a rainy day of at least .01

inches. The Gamma distribution function has the following form:

f(x) . E ( x x) k-l e - xx]i r ( K )	 (1)
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where:

K = mean/variance;

x = mean -2/variance;

r = Gamma function.

Estimated values of X and k were obtained from the mean and

variance of rainfall per event for each month. The probability of rain

for any given day of the month was computed as the number of rainy

days devided by the total number of days in each month from the data.

Table 5-3 illustrates the derived parameters for use in the Gamma

distribution to generate daily rainfall events.

Table 5-4 estimates parameters required by the Gamma

distribution function, and probabilities of rain for each event.

Using the parameters in Table 5-4, a 100-year simulation was

performed. Rainfall results are shown by Figures 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5,

representing means and variations of monthly rainfall, number of

rainly days per month, and number of dry days between rain events,

respectively.

The results of actual and simulated values on means of

rainfall, number of rainy days, and number of dry days between rains

for each month are given in Table 5-5.

Simulation results indicate a dry period before the summer

rainfall which is long enough to impact soil moisture availability and

plant growth. This should be an important consideration when
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Table 5-3. Derivation of average rain per event for each month

Month Average Monthly
Rainfall (inch)

Average
per Event

Standard Deviation
per Event

Jan .8968 .1824 .1596

Feb .9196 .2660 .2204

Mar 1.0412 .2280 .1824

Apr .2964 .1140 .1292

May .0456 .0228 .0456

Jun .5928 .1976 .2204

Jul 3.6936 .3420 .1824

Aug 2.9032 .2432 .0836

Sep 1.7632 .2736 :1672

Oct 1.2312 .2356 .1824

Nov 1.0108 .3116 .2660

Dec 1.6340 .3114 .2356
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Table 5-4. Parameter estimation and probability calculations

Month Lammda k
# Rainy
Days

Probability of
Rain

Jan 1.3061 .1396 69 .1 10

Feb 1.4566 .1826 67 . 1 10

Mar 1.5625 .1459 97 .150

Apr 0.7787 .1464 28 .040

May 0.2500 .0912 13 .020

Jun 0.8038 .2458 60 .095

Jul 3.5156 .0973 255 .390

Aug 8.4628 .0287 243 .386

Sep 2.6777 .1022 131 .200

Oct 1.6684 .1412 76 .120

Nov 1.3722 .2271 72 .1 10

Dec 1.7496 .1781 86 .136
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Figure 5-3. 100-year simulation results, mean and variation of
monthly rainfall
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Figure 5-4. 100-year simulation results, mean and variation of number
of rainy days
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Figure 5-5. 100-year simulation results, mean and variation of
maximum dry days between rains for each month
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Table 5-5. Actual and simulated results on means of rain, number of
rainy days, and number of dry days for each month

Month
Actual Values

Rain(in)	 #Rainy #Dry

Simulated Values

Rain(in)	 #Rainy #Dry

January .89 4.1 11.3 .61 3.4 15.0

February .92 3.7 12.6 .85 3.2 13.7

March 1.04 4.3 12.0 1.11 4.7 12.4

April .29 1.5 20.9 .17 1.2 22.1

May .04 0.8 26.1 .02 0.7 25.7

June .59 2.3 14.3 .70 2.8 16.6

July 3.69 10.7 7.8 4.08 11.8 6.2

August 2.90 12.5 5.3 2.83 11.6 5.5

September 1.76 7.9 8.2 1.64 6.0 10.2

October 1.23 5.5 11.8 0.99 4.0 14.0

November 1.01 4.9 12.7 0.99 3.3 15.2

December 1.63 7.4 10.1 1.26 4.1 13.8



evaluating resource utilization alternatives as will be discussed

later.

Runoff Events. To estimate runoff occuring as the result of

rain storms, Curve Numbers (CN) need to be evaluated. CN is dependent

on the following:

- Soil type

- Hydrologic condition of watershed

- Land use and treatment

- Anticedent moisture condition

Soils are grouped into four four classes, A, B, C, and D

based on their runoff potentials as being low to very high. For

example a soil classified as group A would have low runoff potential

and a soil classifed as D would have very high runoff potential.

Hydrologic conditions of watershed can be good, fair, or poor based on

the vegetation cover of soil. Land use and treatment would be any form

of mechanical treatment or contouring, or other types of practice.

Antecedent Moisture Condition (AMC) would be evaluated as follows

based on the condition of rainfall for the five previous days, as

represented by Table 5-6.

Information from Tables 5-6 and 5-7 was used for pasture 1.

Hydrologic conditions of poor, fair, and good were used to

reflect the impact of grazing intensity as a result of reduced cover

which will be discussed later in more details.

79
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Table 5-6. Anticedent moisture conditions

Antecedent
Moisture Condition	 Cumulative Rain, Last 5 Days

RAIN < 0.5 (inch)

II	 0.5 < RAIN < 1.5 (inch)

III	 RAIN > 1.5 (inch)

Table 5-7. Assigned curve numbers based on hydrological conditions 1

Hydrologic Condition
(Curve Numbers)

Poor	 Fair	 Good

AMC I	 75	 67	 62

AMC II	 88	 83	 79

AMC III	 95	 93	 91

1 Major soil = Comoro, Soil Group = C
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To estimate the sediment yield, the information as illustrated

by Table 5-8 was necessary for the MUSLE method.

The above values were obtained by using nomographs and other

information from USDA manual #537, 'predicting Rainfall Erosion

Losses' (USDA, 1978).

Results of a 100-year simulation of sediment yield are

illustrated in Figure 5-6, presenting mean and standard deviation of

monthly sediment yield. These results indicate that on the average,

the month of July produces the largest amount of sediment yield as

compared to the rest of the year. It should be mentioned that there is

a high degree of variability associated with estimates of erosion

which partly may be due to the structure of MUSLE, as it responds to

input parameters. It could also be due to the nature of rainfall which

is randdm in occurance with variable intensity. High intensity

rainfall during the summer months can explain maximum sediment yield

for July. The nature of large quantities of sediment yield occuring

during July when peak production is achieved will be considered at the

time of evaluation for alternative management practices. Unfortunately

due to lack of field data on sediment yield, verification of

simulation results was not possible at this time.

Stochastic Temperature. To simulate stochasticlly distributed

daily temperature values, data for the 1958-1978 were used. Table 5-9

illustrates the mean and standard deviation of average daily

temperature for each month.
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Table 5-8. Assigned parameters for use in MUSLE equationl

Soils	 % Slope	 K	 LS	 C	 P

Comoro	 0.0-10.	 .15-.20	 .10-.20	 .003-.45	 1.0

lApproximate watershed area: 1.158 square miles.
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Figure 5-6. 100-year simulation results, mean and variation of
monthly sediment yield
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Table 5-9. Mean, standard deviation of daily temperature values for
each month from actual data

Month	 Average Temperature	 Std Dey Temperature

Jan	 48.7

Feb	 50.2

Mar	 54.0

Apr	 61.9

May	 69.7

Jun	 78.4

Jul	 79.7

Aug	 76.9

Sep	 75.2

Oct	 67.0

Nov	 55.4

Dec	 49.4

3.13

4.81

3.29

4.24

2.31

2.29

1.67	 .

2.37

2.43

2.58

2.92

2.35
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The next step required calculation of parameters A, B, C, for

use in the SIN function. A is the amplitude of the sin wave and is

explained by the difference of maximum and minimum divided by 2.

A = (79.7 - 48.7)/2 = 15.6 	 (2)

To find B, C, we need to use the curve in Figure 5-7.

Parameter B is evaluated by first finding the mid temperature

value and drawing the MIDDLE LINE. At the point of intersection of the

MIDDLE LINE and the curve, LINE(X) is drawn. At the point of

intersection of LINE(X) with the x axis, parameter B is found from

the curve, which in this case, is 120. Parameter C is estimated by

finding the intersection of the line tangent to the lower part of the

curve LINE(Y) with the y axis. This gave a value of C = 48.

A, B, C, were used to find average daily temperatures from the

SIN function.

TM = AE SIN(XD - B)*.0172 - 1 1 + C	 (3)

To account for the stochastic behavior, a normally distributed

random number was obtained from the computer and then multiplied by

the standard deviation of temperature values presented earlier from

data. This yields a random number between -5 and +5. This was further

added to daily temperature values, TM, to account for the stochastic

behavior. Actual and 100-year simulated mean and standard deviation of

temperature values for each month are shown in Table 5-10.

Graph of the simulation results are illustrated in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-7. The Temperature curve
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Table 5-10. Actual and simulated mean and standard deviation of
temperature values

Month Mean

Actual Value

Standard Deviation Mean

Simulated Value

Standard Deviation

Jan 48.7 3.1 50.0 3.0

Feb 50.2 4.8 44.0 4.0

Mar 54.0 3.3 54.0 3.0

Apr 61.9 4.2 58.0 4.0

May 69.7 2.3 68.0 2.0

Jun 78.4 2.3 80.0 2.0

Jul 79.7 1.7 78.0 1.0

Aug 76.9 2.4 81.0 2.0

Sep 75.2 2.4 72.0 • 2.0

Oct 67.0 2.6 69.0 2.0

Nov 55.4 2.9 57.0 3.0

Dec 49.4 2.4 53.0 2.0
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Figure 5-8. 100-year simulation results, mean and variation of
monthly temperature values on an average daily basis
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Shortwave Solar Radiation. To calculate daily values of RS,

shortwave solar radiation incident on the upper atmosphere, the

following monthly values were used as inputs. Then an average daily

value was calculated for each month in the form of (Cal/CM -2/Day). The

initial monthly values were obtained based on the longitude and

latitude of the region from solar radiation table given in Budiko

(1974), as illustrated in Table 5-11.

Soil Water Budgeting. To calculate daily soil water content,

first daily evapotranspiration was measured. For this purpose,

parameters A, B, C need to be calculated. A, and B are regression

coefficients obtained from nomographs developed by Doorenbos and

Pruitt (1975). These values were found to be -.3 and .96,

respectively.

Values of weighing factor C were also obtained from Doorenbos

and Pruitt (1975) for pasture 1, illustrated by Table 5-12.

Parameter WK = .1*WM, where Wm is soil water content at field

capacity, estimated to be 57.5 MM of water for top 25 CM of soil.

Also, it was assumed that the initial value of soil water content

would be 20.0 MM of water for the top 25 CM of soil. This information

was used to arrive at daily soil water content of soil as simulated

for 100 years. Figure 5-9 shows average daily soil water content and

deviation. As it can be observed, soil water fluctuation is quite high

for the pre-summer season due to lack of rain and the rainy season

following it.
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Table 5-11. Input values (Cal/CM-2/month), obtained from Budiko
(1974)

Jan	 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul	 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

16.1	 13.1	 11.1	 12.5 15.5	 18.6 21.4 23.0 23.8 23.4 21.8 17.1

Table 5-12. Weighing factor as a function of temperature, Doorenbos
and Pruitt (1975)

Temp ( ° C) =	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20
C	 = 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.56 0.59 0.62 0.65 0.67 0.70 0.72

Temp ( ° C) = 22	 24	 26	 28	 30	 32	 34	 36	 38	 40
C	 = 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.80 0.81 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.87
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Appendix F gives the detailed information for all of the

hydrological variables.

Production Component

The dominant perennial grasses on pasture 1 are listed in

Table 5-13, as indicated by Owtadolajam (1982).

To identify different proportions of perennial grass

composition, D(X) for simulation purposes, four categories were found

for an elevation of about 4000 feet as shown by Table 5-14.

Figure 5-10 was used as a guideline for assigning the above

composition values.

To account for the phynological periods of perennial grasses,

the information provided by Figure 5-11 was used.

Table 5-15 provides the input parameters for simulation of

perennial grasses.

A procedure similar to perennial grasses was used for

simulation of annual grasses. Table 5-16 shows the input parameters

which were obtained from Gilbert (1975).

Figure 5-12 illustrates mean and variation form mean for the

production of total perennial and annual grasses, simulated for 100

years. For a discussion on the verification of the simulation results,

please see the Conclusions Chapter. As it can be observed most of the

production is achieved during (July-Sept), as a response of perennial

grass growth to summer rainfall.
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Table 5-13. Dominant perennial grasses on pasture 1, Owtadolajam
(1982)

Scientific Name 	 Common Name

Aristida Hamulosa and A. Teruibes	 Three Awns

Bouteloua Chondrosiodes 
	

Sprusetop Grama

Bouteloua Curtiperdula 
	

Sideoat Grama

Bouteloua Eriopoda 
	

Black Grama

Bouteloua Filiformis 
	

Slender Grama

Bouteloua Hirsuta 
	

Hairly Grama

Trichachne Californica 
	

Arizona Cottontop

Table 5-14. Composition of perennial grasses on pasture 1

Grass	 % Composition

Aristida species	 35

Bouteloua species 	 25

Trichachne Californica	 30

All others	 10
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Figure 5-10. Relative abundance of perennial grass species at
different elevations, Reynolds and Martin (1968)
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Figure 5-11. Growth curve of three perennial grasses on Santa Rita
Range, Martin (1968)
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Table 5-15. Input parameters for perennial grasses

Parameter	 Input Value

XMAX, maximum temperature effect on photosynthesis ( ° C) 25

XAVW, average temperature effect on photosynthesis ( ° C) 15

Maximum photosynthesis rate (GM/M-2/Day) 0.39

Maximum respiration rate (GM/M-2/day) 0.13

All of the above values were obtained from Gilbert (1975).

SMIN, wilting point (MM of water/top 25 CM of soil)	 11.25

SMAX, field capacity (MM of water/top 25 CM of soil)	 57.50

Table 5-16. Input parameters for annual grasses

Maximum photosynthesis rate (GM/M-2/Day)	 0.41

Maximum respiration rate (GM/M -2/Day)	 0.18

XMAXC, maximum temperature effect on photosynthesis ( ° C)	 18

XAVC, average temperature effect on photosynthesis ( ° C)	 16
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Appendix F gives detailed information on individual grass

species' production.

Range Condition and Trend

As already mentioned, range condition is evaluated based on

three criteria; persent cumulative soil water content, present

production, and previous range condition index. Soil water content

would change drastically depending on the hydrological conditions,

which in turn is used to indicate the grazing intensity. Simulation of

100 years was performed first assuming a management strategy which

indicated high intensity grazing, and then assuming a low intensity

grazing. The evaluations were done for a range condition initially set

as poor. Under high intensity, grazing a downward trend was observed

throughout the simulation period. Under low intensity, grazing an

upward trend was observed throughout the same period. Similar results

were obtained assuming an excellent initial condition. This is an

indication that range condition trend is a function of grazing

intensity and not of the initial condition. It also is noted that it

takes a period of about 15 years before range conditon is restored to

an equilibrium position under light grazing and a period of about 10

years to reach equilibrium under heavy grazing. Figures 5-13, 5-14

illustrate the results.
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Figure 5-13. Range trend under high intensity grazing
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ESAP Results

Simulation results provided by SCALER were used for the

decision analysis of this section. Based on the 100-year simulation,

values for herbage production and sediment yield were obtained. A

qualitative range was assigned to other FACTORS of interest as

described in Table 5-17.

ESAP has the capability of providing a framework of analysis

whereby technical information is given to the decision maker and a

subjective value judgement is solicited from him. ESAP was used in two

different approaches. In the first approach, four consultants were

selected with different opinions on resource utilization. The

diversity of viewpoints was reflected in the following four areas:

economic outcome (grazing practices); environmental outcome (soil

erosion and crusting); wildlife considerations; and use for recreation

and public benefits. Each individual was asked to provide values for

the impact of each alternative on each FACTOR, to give a weight for

each FACTOR and to give associated utility values. A procedure

describing the assignment of different numbers was given to the

decision maker and is represented by Appendix A. Data provided by each

decision maker are given in Appendix B, and Figures 5-15, 5-16, 5-17,

and 5-18 show the utility functions.

The results of individual outcomes are shown in Figure 5-19

where pl through p6 are alternative plans:

pl = Grazing system under Santa Rita system;
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Table 5-17. Given range values of the FACTORS

FACTOR	 Range

Soil Erosion (quantitative)

Soil Crusting (qualitative)

Herbage Production (quantitative)

Cost (qualitative)

Wildlife Habitat (qualitative)

Recreation (qualitative)

Public Acceptance (qualitative)

1.1 - 21.1 (tons/acre/yr)

1.0 - 10.0

340 - 911 (lb/acre/year)

1.0 - 10.0

1.0 - 10.0

1.0 - 10.0

1.0 - 10.0
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Figure 5-16. Utility functions of consultant #2
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P 	

L	 overall score-uncertain data
A 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	 70	 80	 90 100 L * H
N +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+ min precise max

pl	 L----*----H 37 • 4 50.3 63.0
p2	 L-*--H 16.2 22.1 30.5

P 3 	L-*--H 14.3 18.6 26.7

p4	 L--*-H 71.2 78.5 82.9

P 5 	L-*-H 58.0 62.9 68.8
p6	 L----*---H 65.7 78.5 87.6

pl	 L----*---H 43.9 56.1 66.1
p2	 L---*---H 25.6 33.5 46.9

P 3 	L---*---H 27.2 38.4 48.1

p4	 L----*---H 61.7 72.8 83.2

P 5 	L---*---H 52.3 64.4 74.1
p6	 L---*----H 59.2 69.5 80.2

pl	 L-*---H 37.2 42.3 53.9

p2	 L---*----H 33.2 43.5 55.7

P 3 	L----*----H 37.4 50.9 63.3

p4	 L*-H 47.2 49.9 55.9

P 5 	L*--H 41.3 44.0 50.0
p6	 *--H 47.0 49.4 55.2

pl	 L---*----H 30.8 41.0 52.7

p2	 L----*----H 26.7 38.7 51.9

P 3 	L----*---H 27.7 39.6 51.7

p4	 L----*----H 36.8 48.6 60.8

P5	 L---*---H 47.6 58.0 67.9

p6	 L---*---H 37.3 47.8 58.0

Figure 5-19.	 Individual decision outcomes, 	 approach #1,
indicated by consultants #1 to #4
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p2 = Grazing system with shrub removal;

p3 = Grazing system with reseeding;

p4 = Wildlife habitat;

p5 = Development for recreation;

p6 = do nothing, remove grazing.

Due to the level of imprecision involved with the results of

the first approach, the second approach was used. In the second

approach, the four consultants were asked to meet together and

discuss their views on resource utilization alternatives with the

objective of reducing the desertification process on rangelands. The

idea of this meeting was not a group decision preocess but rather it

was intended to improve the quality of individual decisions. All

desicion makers agreed to maintain their originally assigned WEIGHTS,

FACTORS, and utility functions. However, their discussion resulted in

more information which enabled them to individually provide a better

level of variability associated with each FACTOR. In general, they

gave a smaller level of imprecision as compared to the first approach.

Appendix C represents the newly assigned numbers.

The results of the second approach are shown in Figure 5-20.

As indicated by the above result the second approach provided

a better evaluation than the first approach as will be discussed next.

Discussion of the First Approach. The four consultants

evaluated seven FACTORS in light of six alternatives. However, due to
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P 	
L	 overall score-uncertain data
A 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	 70	 80	 90 100	 L	 *	 H
N +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+ 	 min precise max

pl L*H 54.1 56.1 58.0
p2 L*H 33.0 35.5 37.9

P 3 L*H 34.9 38.5 41.9
p4 L*H 70.0 72.8 75.6

P 5 L*-H 61.8 64.4 67.0
p6 *H 67.4 69.4 71.4

pl L*H 42.9 45.2 47.2
p2 L-*H 34.2 37.6 41.0
P 3 L-*H 31.8 34.9 38.0
p4 L*-H 45.1 49.5 53.9

P 5 L*H 50.2 52.5 54.8
p6 L-*H 53.0 56.8 60.6

pl L-*H 39.1 42.3 46.4
p2 L-*-H 39.2 43.5 47.7

P 3 L-*-H 46.5 50.9 55.4
p4 L* 48.4 49.9 51.4

P 5 *H 42.6 44.0 45.4
p6 *H 48.2 49.4 50.7

pl L-*-H 45.6 50.9 55.5
p2 L*H 20.8 22.2 24.6

P 3 *H 17.2 18.7 20.2
p4 L-*-H 73.8 78.5 82.0

P 5 L-*H 59.1 62.9 66.5
p6 L-*-H 73.8 78.7 82.0

Figure 5-20.	 Individual decision outcomes, approach #2,
indicated by consultants #1 to #4
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the uncertainty involved with their analysis, ranking of alternatives

was quite difficult. Individual preferences and background information

were the main reasons for such variable outcomes. For example, the

Decision Maker who views resource utilization in terms of economic

outcome would favour the grazing alternative. Such a preference would

have some impact on other alternatives which do not have any economic

promise. On the other hand, a Decision Maker who is concerned about

soil erosion, would give more importance to those alternatives that

are expected to reduce erosion. Then, he would not be as concerned

about grazing practices. The same arguement holds for a Decision Maker

who views public needs in a growing community as a major alternative

and, thus, would favor development for recreational purposes. An

ecologically oriented Decision Maker would set his priorities with a

wildlife habitat. While the diversity of individual preferences is an

important part of the decision process, the selection of the preferred

alternative yet remains unresolved. The preferred alternative should

incorporate individual inputs as well as the potential productivity of

the range site. The long-term effect of such an alternative should be

a trend away from desertification.

The results of the first approach indicated that there is a

good degree of connection between the amount of information available

to the decision maker and the imprecision involved in the decision

outcome. The second approach was used in order to minimize the level

of imprecision associated with individual decision process.
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Discussion of the Second Approach. In the second approach, the

four consultants met together in order to discuss their viewpoints on

resource utilization alternatives.

The individual background information up to that point

motivated a major discussion, allowing for the observation of other

Decision Makers' viewpoints. This in turn resulted in gaining more

knowledge about those alternatives which received less attention in

the first approach by individual Decision Makers. At this time the

decision makers were asked to provide their individually reassigned

numbers indicating the imprecision associated with the originally

given FACTORS. The results in general indicated some reduction in the

level of imprecision for all of the four decision makers. Then better

separation of the ranked values was possible. Another result of the

second approach was that through the exchange of information some of

the alternatives which were viewed important originally, lost that

priority. For example, recreation was viewed rather high at first.

However, it lost such a priority after it was discussed that

development for recreation may result in large amounts of sediment

yield. This would be caused by increased human access over time.

Table 5-18 illustrates the final ranking of the alternatives,

classified into four categories (I, II, III, V), representing best,

second, third, and fourth choices.

In Table 5-18, A, B, C, D, E, F are the following

alternatives:
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Table 5-18. Ranked alternatives by the four decision makers

Decision Maker

Class	 1	 2	 3	 4

I	 D, E, F	 F
	

C, D, F
	

D, F

II	 A	 E
	

A, B, E
	

E

III	 B, C	 A, D
	

A

V	 B, C
	

B, C
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A = Grazing under the the Santa Rita Grazing System;

B = Grazing system with shrub removal;

C = Grazing system with reseeding;

D = Wildlife habitat;

E = Use for recreation;

F = do nothing, remove grazing.

As indicated by the results all four decision makers seem to

select the do nothing option with removal of grazing as a first

choice. Also that three decision makers selected the wildlife habitat

as a first choice. One decision maker selected recreation as a first

choice and one decision maker selected grazing with reseeding as a

first choice. Recreation followed by grazing under the Santa Rita

system were the dominant second choices. Grazing with the removal of

shrubs received the lowest ranking among all decision makers. One

important outcome of this decision process indicates that grazing

practices are not favorable in general if the objective is to slow

down the problem of desertification.

Sensitivity Analysis. To test for the robustness of ESAP with

respect to parameter changes, the results of the third decision maker

were compared to a similar case with assigned equal weights. The third

decision maker was selected since his assigned weights were quite

variable as compared to a situation of equal weights. Figure 5-21

shows the results. Top values are the case of non-equal weights.
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P 	
L	 overall score-uncertain data
A Ø 	10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	 70	 80	 90 100	 L	 *
N +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+ min	 precise

H

max

pl L-*H 39.1	 42.3 46.4
p2 L-*-H 39.2	 43.5 47.7

P 3 L-*-H 46.5	 50.9 55.4
p4 L* 48.4	 49.9 51.4

P 5 *H 42.6	 44.0 45.4 -
p6 *H 48.2	 49.4 50.7

pl L-*H 44.5	 47.2 50.4
p2 L-*H 36.8	 39.9 43.0

P 3 L*H 40.1	 43.4 46.9
p4 L* 54.0	 55.4 56.8

P5 *H 43.2	 44.5 45.9

P 6 L* 53.7	 54.7 55.8

Figure 5-21. Results on the outcome of the third decision
maker
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The result indicate that ESAP is rather sensitive to changing

weights. As another test of sensitivity one can compare the outcome of

the four decision makers with respect to each other. There also is an

indication of different response to each decision maker.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

Utilization of rangeland resources as practiced by man has

been the major cause of desertification. Effects of climatic

variabilities while important are only secondary to human impacts.

The attempt of this dissertation was to develop a multi-objective

decision making methodology, providing appropriate management

alternatives which if implemented would slow down the problem of

desertification.

The decision making process first required an evaluation of

long-term climatic and human influences. A systems concept was

employed to portray the dynamics of a rangeland over time.

Implementation of this systems concept led to a simulation package,

SCALER which gave the desired information on variables of interest.

Historical data on rainfall, temperature, and solar radiation were

used as inputs to SCALER. These variables were simulated to reflect

long-term effects. A 100-year simulation study gave variabilities of

rainfall, temperature, number of rainy days, and number of dry days

between rain events. Using the input variables, SCALER provided

information on plant production, sediment yield, and range condition

indecies, under various grazing intensities. The information given by

SCALER was important for the decision process since they provided

116
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some knowledge of the dynamics of range ecosystems. The results of

SCALER like any other simulation package needed verification. However,

due to data limitation this was not always possible. Some of the

outputs such as plant production could only be compared to a few years

of available production records. For example, Martin (1968) reported

that at the highest producing units of the Santa Rita Experimental

Range total production fluctuated between 300 and 1200 pounds per

acre, for the period of 1954-66. The simulation results indicated a

variation of 340 to 911 pounds per acre for an elevation below the

highest producing units. Even though an exact comparison was

impossible, the simulation results on production seemed to be

reasonable. Due to lack of any data on sediment yield or range

condition, verification of these results could not be obtained.

The next step in the decision process required an examination

of the data coming from SCALER and other sources for the selection of

an appropriate decision making technique. SCALER provided the

quantitative data on production and sediment yield. However other

types of data were also necessary. Information on variables such as

public acceptance or use for recreation could not be quantified. As a

result, a qualitative range was assigned to these variables. Selection

of an appropriate decision making technique which could handle both

quantitative and qualitative data was to be done next. ESAP was

selected since it had the flexibility of handling a large data set and

was relatively easy to use, while providing a good analysis.
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The next step required the selection of decision makers. The

level of technical knowledge, personal attitudes towards resource

utilization, interest in the decision process, and amount of time

available were all important elements in this case. The individual

decision making provided some initial information and familiarized the

decision maker with the procedures. The results of the individual

decision making showed a need for some interaction and exchange of

ideas for better analysis. At this stage all of the originally

assigned values by the individual decision makers remained unchanged.

The only variable which received new values was the level of

imprecision involved with each FACTOR. This was the result of the

discussion of the decision makers. The new numbers were also assigned

individually to preserve the individual decision process. The decision

making process was then completed by actually ranking each

alternative as it would impact the utilization of resources on

rangelands if implemented. The main objective was to reduce the

desertification process.

While an attempt was made to cover as much ground as possible

by applying available techniques and resources, by no means this a

complete task. Simulation - studies need more improvement to better

represent the actual environment. More data and better quality of

data are needed for better analysis and final verification of

simulation outcomes. Decision methodologies are to a good extend well

developed, however some require certain assumptions such as linear

behavior which would not provide a good analysis. Finally, and most
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important of all are the decision makers who actually suggest a

decision which will dictate the behavior of the range ecosystem. The

more knowledge is gained in all aspects of the decision process, the

better the quality of the decision, reducing the possibility of

desertification.



APPENDIX A

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE PRESENTED TO THE CONSULTANTS

Congratulations! You have been selected as a consultant for a
natural resource system, decision making process. The idea is to
select a preferred management alternative which if implemented would
provide maximum benefit from a multiobjective viewpoint. Particular
attention is to be given to an alternative which is sensitive to the
"potential productivity" of the resource and that it can promise a
trend away from resource degradation (DESERTIFICATION) on a long-term
basis.

The ecosystem of interest is that of rangeland watersheds
under the influence of variable climatic behavior. This comprises an
area located within the 17-western states of the U.S. where the
potential productivity has been declining over time. Of particular
importance is an area located within southwestern New-Mexico, southern
Arizona, and eastern California. This area has a very variable
rainfall regime resulting in unpredictible resource (herbage)
availability. At the same time, intensive grazing practices has
produced a downward trend throughout much of the region, during the
last 100 years or so. In order to provide the basic necessary
information, a case study area was selected. That is the Santa Rita
Experimental Range, located about 30 miles out-side of Tucson,
Arizona. Santa Rita Range has been a representative of the
southwestern area described earlier, to carry out research relevant to
dryland ecosystems.

The following is a description of the various elements
required for your decision making process, identified by (1)-
objectives of interest, (2)- alternatives, (3)- assignment of ranges,
weights, and utility values.

(1)- Objectives: represented as VARIABLES are further broken down into
FACTORS for a better analysis:

120
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OBJECTIVES	 FACTORS (criteria)

Environmental Considerations 
/-Soil Erosion

\-Soil Crusting

/-Herbage Production** 
Economic Considerations    

\-Associated Total cost
of implementation

Wildlife 	 Adequate Habitat

/-Public Acceptance
Public Benefits 	

\-Use for Recreation

**Please note that about 80% of herbage production constitutes forage.

(2)- Alternatives:

2-1- GRAZING UNDER PRESENT CONDITIONS: Various studies have
concentrated on the implementation of the best grazing system for the
Santa Rita Range. The Santa Rita Grazing System(SRGS)was selected as
the best by comarison to different grazing systems studied for a
number of years at the range. Under this system the site is grazed for
1 year and then rested for the 2 following years during March-October.
Based on th studies done, this system would provide enough time for
the plants to recover and restablish as the result of grazing
pressures.

2-2- GRAZING WITH PERIODICAL SHRUB REMOVAL: Studies have shown that
removal of shrubs can help to increase forage yield. This would
obviously depend on the shrub type and population and the amount of
care required. One major consideration is the associated cost. It
could cost as little as a few cents a day to remove the smaller size
shrubs and could get very expensive for larger size shrubs. Such costs
also should include continous maintenance of the site to avoid
regrowth.

2-3- GRAZING WITH RESEEDING: This alternative can result in a major
increase in forage output. Two areas of concern would be the climatic
conditions as well as associated costs. The variable rainfall and high
intensity radiation during late spring and summer can make it a risky
practice. One option would be artificial irrigation which can be
expensive. Alsoother costs of maintaining and removal of shrubs to
reduce competition need to be considered.
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2-4- DEVELOPMENT AS A WILDLIFE REFUGE: Currently, rodents and rabbits
are the major wildlife population which can impact the resources and
in particular forage production. One study has shown that rodents and
rabbits could consume as much as 2/5 of the total forage production.
Also some species of rodents can damage the plants by destroying the
root system Maintaining a healthy and balanced habitat would require
monitering of wildlife population and their impact on plant production
over time. To the extend that a natural habitat is necessary for the
native species of the range, this alternative should be considered.

2-5- DEVELOPMENT FOR RECREATION: This alternative would benefit the
public. It could also help the site to get restablished under natural
conditions. It however would require capital for building roads,
trails, picnic, and camping areas as well as a maintenace budget.

2-6- DO NOTHING: This alternative would allow the site to remain under
perfect natural condition with minimum disturbance. Grazing should be'
removed.

3- Assignment of Ranges, Weights, and Utility Values: The following
information relating to each factor should be considered in your
decision analysis. Some of the following are quantitative information
resulted from a 100-year simulation study of a site located at the
Santa Rita Range. Some others are qualitative for which a range of
values(0-10) is given.

FACTOR	 RANGE OF VALUES

Soil Crusting(Qualitative)
Soil Erosion(Quantitative)
Total herbage(Quantitative)
Cost of Alternative(Qualitative)
Adequate Wildlife Habitat(Qualitative)
Public Acceptance(Qualitative)
Use for Recreation(Qualitative)

0 - 10
1.16- 21.12(tons/acre/yr)
376 - 911(1b/acre/year)

0 - 10
0 - 10
0 - 10
0 - 10

The above information is to be used to indicate the effect an
alternative would have on a FACTOR if it was to be implemented. Please
provide your analysis in the table below, after considering the
following:

3-1- Assignment of Ranges: Give a value(0-10) range to	 indicate
your judgement of the impact of an alternative on a FACTOR. For
example you may conclude that if alternative # 2, (GRAZING WITH SHRUB
REMOVAL) is implemented, it would benefit soil crusting by minimizing
it. You may want to give a high value of 8. Then give an uncertainty
associated with your decision, say 15%. If you are evaluating a
quantitative FACTOR such as herbage production(376-911
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(lb/acre/year)), under the same alternative(GRAZING WITH SHRUB
REMOVAL), You may give a value of 450(1b/acre/year). This means that
this alternative would have some reducing effect on the quantity of
herbage production. Please keep in mind that you are not trying to
guess how much Herbage will be available. You are using the range of
herbage production to make a relevant decision.

,

FACTOR '	 ALT(1)	 ALT(2)	 ALT(3)	 ALT(4)	 ALT(5)	 ALT(6)
,

Soil Eros.

Soil Crus.

Herbage P.

Cost

W. Habitat

Public accp

Recreation

3-2- Assignment of Weights: Use the following table to indicate the
relative importance of each FACTOR, keeping in mind that the sum total
should add up to one.

FACTOR

Soil Crusting

Soil Erosion

Herbage Production

Cost of Implementation

Adequate Habitat

Public Acceptance

Use for Recreation

Total

WEIGHT

1  00
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3-3- Assignment of Utility Values: This part deals with overall
importance of each FACTOR in terms of an uncertainty involved with its
value. For example your utility of no soil crusting at all would be 1.
Then, your utility of maximum soil crusting would be 0. A reverse
situation exists for herbage production, since your utility of
379(1b/acre/yr) would be 0., while maximum herbage of 911(1b/acre/yr)
has a utility of 1.

With the above in mind you are asked to do the following Given
utilities of 0. and 1.0 for each FACTOR, you are asked to give the
Quantity or the Quality of that FACTOR at the utilities of .25
and .75. You may decide that at the .25 utility level a soil crusting
of 6.5 on a scale of (0 - 10) is acceptable to you. Or at the .75
utility level, the value would be 3.5. Please remember again that in
the case of herbage production, the situation is reverse. You may
decide that at .25 utility, a herbage production of 450 (lb/acre/yr)
is acceptable, and at .75 utility,a herbage production of 800
(lb/acre/yr) is acceptable.
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FACTOR	 UTILITY VALUE	 UTILITY LEVEL

Soil Crusting	 0.0
	

1.0
.75
.25

1 0.	 0.0

Soil Erosion	 1.16(tons/acre)
	

1.0
.75
.25

	

21.12(tons/acre)
	

0.0

Herbage Production	 911(1b/acre)
	

1.0
.75
.25

376(1b/acre)
	

0.0

Cost	 0.	 1.0
.75
.25

10.	 0.0

Adequate Habitat	 10.	 1.0
.75
.25

0.0	 0.0

Public Acceptance	 10.	 1.0
.75
.25

0.0
	

0.0

Use for Recreation	 10.	 1.0
.75
.25

0. 0
	

0.0



Table B-1. Assigned FACTORS,
Approach #1.

Ranges,

Table B-2. Assigned FACTORS,
Approach #1.

ranges,

Table B-3. Assigned FACTORS,
Approach #1.

ranges,

Table B-4. Assigned FACTORS,
Approach #1.

ranges,

and WEIGHTS by Consultant #1,

and WEIGHTS by Consultant #2,

and WEIGHTS by Consultant #3,

and WEIGHTS by Consultant #4,

APPENDIX B

ASSIGNED FACTORS, RANGES, AND WEIGHTS BY APPROACH #1
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Table 8-1. Assigned data by consultant #1, Approach #1.

Expected effects of plans on FACTORS

PLANS
FACTORS 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 3.7 6.9 7.8 7.1 7.1 7.1
2 4.0 4.8 5.0 7.5 8.0 7.3
3 4.9 5.5 6.2 6.2 8.3 8.3
4 4.0 6.0 7.5 6.5 5.5 1.0
5 3.0 4.0 5.0 9.0 7.0 5.5
6 4.0 5.0 6.5 7.0 9.0 2.5
7 1.0 1.0 1.0 5.5 9.0 2.0

Range in expected effect of plans on FACTORS

1 LOW 2.7 5.9 6.8 6.1 6.1 6.1
1 HIGH 6.7 7.9 8.8 8.1 8.1 8.1
2 LOW 3.0 3.8 4.0 6.5 7.0 6.3
2 HIGH 5.0 5.8 6.0 8.5 9.0 8.3
3 LOW 3.9 4.5 5.2 5.2 7.3 7.3
3 HIGH 5.9 6.5 7.2 7.2 9.3 9.3
4 LOW 3.0 5.0 6.5 5.5 4.5 0.0
4 HIGH 5.0 7.0 8.5 7.5 6.5 2.0
5 LOW 2.0 3.0	 ' 4.0 8.0 6.0 4.5
5 HIGH 4.0 5.0 6.0 10:0 8.0 6.5
6 LOW 3.0 4.0 5.5 6.0 8.0 1.5
6 HIGH 5.0 6.0 7.5 8.0 10.0 3.5
7 LOW 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 8.0 1.0
7 HIGH 2.0 2.0 2.0 6.5 10.0 3.0

FACTOR ASSIGNED WEIGHT

1 .150
2 .200
3 .200
4 .120
5 .110
6 .110
7 .100
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Table 8-2. Assigned data by consultant #2, Approach #1.

Expected effects of plans on FACTORS

PLANS
FACTORS 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.0
2 6.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 4.0 3.0
3 6.7 7.6 8.2 5.9 5.9 5.9
4 2.0 6.0 2.0 2.0 8.0 1.0
5 3.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 3.0
6 5.0 4.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 4.0
7 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 3.0

Range in expected effect of plans on FACTORS

1 LOW 2.8 2.8 2.4 1.9 1.9 1.9
1 HIGH 3.2 3.2 2.6 2.1 2.1 2.1
2 LOW 5.4 5.4 5.4 3.6 3.6 2.7
2 HIGH 6.6 6.6 6.6 4.4 4.4 3.3
3 LOW 5.4 6.1 6.6 4.7 4.7 4.7
3 HIGH 8.0 9.1 9.8 7.1 7.1 7.1
4 LOW 1.8 5.4 7.2 1.8 7.2 0.9
4 HIGH 2.2 6.6 8.8 2.2 8.8 1.1
5 LOW 2.8 1.9 2.8 3.8 2.8 2.8
5 HIGH 3.2 2.1 3.2 4.2 3.2 3.2
6 LOW 4.0 3.2 3.2 4.8 4.8 3.2
6 HIGH 6.0 4.8 4.8 7.2 7.2 4.8
7 LOW 2.7 1.8 2.7 2.7 3.6 2.7
7 HIGH 3.3 2.2 3.3 3.3 4.4 3.3

FACTOR ASSIGNED WEIGHT

1 .400
2 .070
3 .300
4 .070
5 .100
6 .010
7 .050
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Table 8-3. Assigned data by consultant #3, Approach #1.

Expected effects of plans on FACTORS

PLANS
FACTORS 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 3.5 1.3
2 5.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 7.0 1.0
3 4.4 4.9 7.7 5.5 4.1 6.6
4 3.0 7.0 9.0 4.0 4.0 1.0
5 2.0 2.0 5.0 9.0 1.0 9.0
6 5.0 5.0 6.0 8.0 7.0 5.0
7 2.0 2.0 2.0 6.0 9.0 2.0

Range in expected effect of plans on FACTORS

1 LOW 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 2.5 0.3
1 HIGH 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.5 4.5 2.3
2 LOW 4.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 6.0 0.0
2 HIGH 6.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 8.0 2.0
3 LOW 3.4 3.9 6.7 4.5 3.1 5.6
3 HIGH 5.4 5.9 8.7 6.5 5.1 7.6
4 LOW 2.0 6.0 8.0 3.0 3.0 0.0
4 HIGH 4.0 8.0 10.0 5.0 5.0 2.0
5 LOW 1.0 1.0 4.0 8.0 0.0 8.0
5 HIGH 3.0 3.0 6.0 10.0 2.0 10.0
6 LOW 4.0 4.0 5.0 7.0 6.0 4.0
6 HIGH 6.0 6.0 7.0 9.0 8.0 6.0
7 LOW 1.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 8.0 1.0
7 HIGH 3.0 3.0 3.0 7.0 10.0 3.0

FACTOR ASSIGNED WEIGHT

1 .050
2 .050
3 .050
4 .400
5 .050
6 .300
7 .100
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Table B-4. Assigned data by consultant #4, Approach #1.

Expected effects of plans on FACTORS

FACTORS
PLANS

1	 2	 3 4 5 6

1 3.1 5.7 6.2 1.0 1.0 1.4
2 5.0 7.5 8.5 2.0 3.0 2.0
3 7.7 6.3 6.0 8.2 9.0 9.0
4 3.0 6.0 8.0 5.0 7.0 1.0
5 6.0 3.0 3.0 9.0 5.0 8.0
6 7.0 5.0 4.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
7 6.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 9.0 8.0

Range in expected effect of plans on FACTORS

1 LOW 2.5 4.6 5.0 1.0 0.9 1.3
1 HIGH 3.7 6.8 7.4 1.0 1.1 1.5
2 LOW 4.0 6.4 7.6 1.9 2.8 1.9
2 HIGH 6.0 8.6 9.4 2.1 3.2 2.1
3 LOW 6.9 5.0 4.5 7.4 7.7 8.1
3 HIGH 8.5 7.6 7.5 9.0 10.0 9.9
4 LOW 2.7 5.4 6.8 4.6 6.6 1.0
4 HIGH 3.3 6.6 9.2 5.4 7.4 1.0
5 LOW 5.4 2.8 2.8 8.5 4.3 6.4
5 HIGH 6.6 3.2 3.2 9.5 5.8 9.6
6 LOW 5.9 4.3 3.4 7.6 7.8 7.2
6 HIGH 8.0 5.8 4.6 8.4 8.2 8.8
7 LOW 5.7 2.6 2.6 4.1 8.8 6.8
7 HIGH 6.3 3.4 3.4 5.9 9.2 9.2

FACTOR ASSIGNED WEIGHT

1 .150
2 .150
3 .100
4 .050
5 .250
6 .200
7 .100



APPENDIX C

REASSIGNED FACTORS, RANGES, AND WEIGHTS BY APPROACH #2

Table C-1. Reassigned range of FACTORS, consultant #1, Approach #2.

Table C-2. Reassigned range of FACTORS, consultant #2, Approach #2.

Table C-3. Reassigned range of FACTORS, consultant #3, Approach #2.

Table C-4: Reassigned range of FACTORS, consultant #4, Approach #2.
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Table C-1. Reassigned range of FACTORS by consultant #1, Approach #2.

Range in expected effect of plans on FACTORS

FACTORS 1 2 3

PLANS

4 5 6

1 LOW 1.9 1.9 1.4 1.4 3.3 1.4
1 HIGH 2.1 2.1 1.6 1.6 3.7 1.6
2 LOW 4.8 2.8 2.8 1.0 6.6 1.0
2 HIGH 5.3 3.2 3.2 1.0 7.4 1.0
3 LOW 4.2 4.7 7.3 5.2 3.9 6.3
3 HIGH 4.6 5.1 8.1 5.8 4.3 6.9
4 LOW 2.8 6.6 8.5 3.8 3.8 1.0
4 HIGH 3.2 7.4 9.5 4.2 4.2 1.0
5 LOW 1.9 1.9 4.8 8.5 1.0 8.5
5 HIGH 2.1 2.1 5.3 9.5 1.0 9.5
6 LOW 4.8 4.8 5.7 7.6 6.6 4.8
6 HIGH 5.3 5.3 6.3 8.4 7.4 5.3
7 LOW 1.9 1.9 1.9 5.7 8.5 1.9
7 HIGH 2.1 2.1 2.1 6.3 9.5 2.1
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Table C-2. Reassigned range of FACTORS by consultant #2, Approach #2.

Range in expected effect of plans on FACTORS

FACTORS 1 2 3

PLANS

11. 5 6

1 LOW 2.8 2.8 2.4 1.9 1.9 1.9
1 HIGH 3.2 3.2 2.6 2.1 2.1 2.1
2 LOW 5.7 5.7 5.7 3.8 3.8 2.8
2 HIGH 6.3 6.3 6.3 4.2 4.2 3.2.
3 LOW 6.4 7.2 7.8 5.6 5.6 5.6
3 HIGH 7.0 8.0 8.6 6.2 6.2 6.2
4 LOW 1.9 5.7 7.6 1.9 7.6 1.0
4 HIGH 2.6 6.3 8.4 2.1 8.4 1.0
5 LOW 2.8 1.9 2.8 3.8 2.8 2.8
5 HIGH 3.2 2.1 3.2 4.2 3.2 3.2
6 LOW 4.8 3.8 3.8 5.7 5.7 3.8
6 HIGH 5.3 4.2 4.2 6.3 6.3 4.2
7 LOW 2.8 1.9 2.8 2.8 3.8 2.8
7 HIGH 3.2 2.1 3.2 3.2 4.2 3.2
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Table C-3. Reassigned range of FACTORS by consultant #3, Approach #2.

Range in expected effect of plans on FACTORS

PLANS
FACTORS 1	 2 3 4 5 6

1 LOW 5.4	 6.6 7.2 6.7 6.7 6.7
1 HIGH 6.0	 7.2 8.0 7.5 7.5 7.5
2 LOW 3.8	 4.3 4.8 7.1 7.6 7.1
2 HIGH 4.2	 4.7 5.3 7.9 8.4 7.9
3 LOW 4.7	 5.2 5.9 5.9 7.9 7.9
3 HIGH 5.1	 5.8 6.5 6.5 8.7 8.7
4 LOW 3.8	 5.7 7.1 6.2 5.2 1.0
4 HIGH 4.2	 6.3 7.9 6.8 5.8 1.0
5 LOW 2.8	 3.8 4.8 8.5 6.6 5.2
5 HIGH 3.2	 4.2 5.3 9.5 7.4 5.8
6 LOW 3.8	 4.8 6.2 6.6 8.5 2.4
6 HIGH 4.2	 5.3 6.8 7.4 9.5 2.6
7 LOW 1.0	 1.0 1.0 5.2 8.5 1.9
7 HIGH 1.0	 1.0 1.0 5.8 9.5 2.1
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Table C-4. Reassigned range of FACTORS by consultant #4, Approach #2.

Range in expected effect of plans on FACTORS

FACTORS 1 2 3

PLANS

4 5 6

1 LOW 2.9 5.4 4.9 1.0 1.0 1.3
1 HIGH 3.3 6.0 6.5 1.0 1.0 1.5
2 LOW 4.8 7.1 8.1 1.9 2.8 1.9
2 HIGH 5.3 7.9 8.9 2.1 3.2 2.1
3 LOW 7.3 6.0 5.7 7.8 8.5 8.5
3 HIGH 8.1 6.6 6.3 8.6 9.5 9.5
4 LOW 2.8 5.7 7.6 4.8 6.6 1.0
4 HIGH 3.2 6.3 8.4 5.3 7.4 1.0
5 LOW 5.7 2.8 2.8 8.5 4.8 7.6
5 HIGH 6.3 3.2 3.2 9.5 5.3 8.4
6 LOW 6.6 4.8 3.8 7.6 7.6 7.6
6 HIGH 7.4 5.3 4.2 8.4 8.4 8.4
7 LOW 5.7 2.8 2.8 4.8 8.5 7.6
7 HIGH 6.3 3.2 3.2 5.3 9.5 8.4



APPENDIX D

THEORETICAL AND SIMULATED GAMMA VALUES
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Table D. Simulated and theoretical Gamma values.

Range (inches) Theoretical Gamma Simulated Gamma

Month:	 January; K = .1396;	 Lammda =	 1.3061

.001-.100 .3765 .3869

.101-.200 .2811 .2619

.201-.300 .1573 .1429

.301-.400 .0866 .1101

.401-.500 .0474 .0417

.501-.600 .0236 .0298

.601-.700 .0133 .0149

.701-.800 .0073 .0089

.801-.900 .0032 .0000

.901-1.00 .0026 .0030
1.10-1.20 .0003 .0000
1.20-1.30 .0006 .0000
1.30-1.40 .0002 .0000
1.40-1.50 .0000 .0000
1.50-1.60 .0000 .0000
1.60-1.70 .0000 .0000
1.70-1.80 .0000 .0000
1.80-1.90 .0000 .0000
1.90-2.00 .0000 .0000

Month:	 February; K = .1826; Lammda = 1.4566.

.001-.100 .2390 .2570

.101-.200 .2466 .2322

.201-.300 .1840 .1950

.301-.400 .1233 .1207

.401-.500 .0830 .0774

.501-.600 .0499 .0310

.601-.700 .0295 .0217

.701-.800 .0175 .0248

.801-.900 .0113 .0279

.901-1.00 .0065 .0000
1.10-1.20 .0039 .0062
1.20-1.30 .0015 .0000
1.30-1.40 .0010 .0031
1.40-1.50 .0013 .0031
1.50-1.60 .0010 .0000
1.60-1.70 .0003 .0000
1.70-1.80 .0001 .0000
1.80-1.90 .0001 .0000
1.90-2.00 .0000 .0000
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Table D.--Continued

Range (inches) Theoretical Gamma Simulated Gamma

Month: March; K = .1459; Lammda =	 1.5625.
.001-.100 .2676 .2754
.101-.200 .2739 .2669
.201-.300 .1929 .1525
.301-.400 .1177 .1314
.401-.500 .0654 .0890
.501-.600 .0352 .0424
.601-.700 .0219 .0233
.701-.800 .0130 .0042
.801-.900 .0059 .0042
.901-1.00 .0028 .0000
1.00-1.10 .0016 .0064
1.10-1.20 .0010 .0000
1.20-1.30 .0005 .0021
1.30-1.40 .0003 .0000
1.40-1.50 .0001 .0000
1.50-1.60 .0001 .0021
1.60-1.70 .0000 .0000
1.70-1.80 .0000 .0000
1.80-1.90 .0001 .0000
1.90-2.00 .0000 .0000

Month:	 April; K = .1464; Lammda =	 .7785.

.001-.100 .6238 .5641

.101-.200 .1248 .1453

.201-.300 .0790 .1368

.301-.400 .0782 .0684

.401-.500 .0391 .0256

.501-.600 .0249 .0598

.601-.700 .0133 .0000

.701-.800 .0081 .0000

.801-.900 .0033 .0000

.901-1.00 .0023 .0000
1.10-1.20 .0027 .0000
1.20-1.30 .0005 .0000
1.30-1.40 .0000 .0000
1.40-1.50 .0000 .0000
1.50-1.60 .0000 .0000
1.60-1.70 .0000 .0000
1.70-1.80 .0000 .0000
1.80-1.90 .0000 .0000
1.90-2.00 .0000 .0000
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Table D.--Continued

Range (inches) Theoretical Gamma Simulated Gamma

Month:	 May; K = 0912; Lammda . .2500.
.001-.100 .9833 .9861
.101-.200 .0000 .0000
.201-.300 .0000 .0000
.301-.400 .0000 .0000
.401-.500 .0000 .0000
.501-.600 .0000 .0000
.601-.700 .0000 .0000
.701-.800 .0000 .0000
.801-.900 .0017 .0000
.901-1.00 .0047 .0000
1.00-1.10 .0029 .0000
1.10-1.20 .0026 .0000
1.20-1.30 .0017 .0000
1.30-1.40 .0006 .0000
1.40-1.50 .0011 .0000
1.50-1.60 .0006 .0000
1.60-1.70 .0000 .0139
1.70-1.80 .0006 .0000
1.80-1.90 .0000 .0000
1.90-2.00 .0002 .0000

Month:	 June; K = 2458; Lammda = .8038.
.001-.100 .4446 .3986
.101-.200 .2167 .2355
.201-.300 .0660 .1051
.301-.400 .0289 .0290
.401-.500 .0705 .0507
.501-.600 .0512 .0543
.601-.700 .0379 .0326
.701-.800 .0243 .0362
.801-.900 .0155 .0109
.901-1.00 .0112 .0072
1.00-1.10 .0110 .0072
1.10-1.20 .0061 .0109
1.20-1.30 .0053 .0072
1.30-1.40 .0039 .0036
1.40-1.50 .0027 .0036
1.50-1.60 .0003 .0000
1.60-1.70 .0016 .0036
1.70-1.80 .0012 .0036
1.80-1.90 .0009 .0000
1.90-2.00 .0002 .0000
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Table D. Simulated and theoretical Gamma values.

Range (inches)
	

Theoretical Gamma	 Simulated Gamma

Month: July; K = .0973; Lammda; = 3.5156.
.001-.100	 .0411	 .0448
.101-.200	 .1844	 .1819
.201-.300	 .2464	 .2521
.301-.400	 .2121	 .2081
.401-.500	 .1428	 .1345
.501-.600	 .0836	 .0931
.601-.700	 .0471	 .0440
.701-.800	 .0239	 .0186
.801-.900	 .0098	 .0068
.901-1.00	 .0051	 .009
1.00-1.10	 .0014	 .0042
1.10-1.20	 .0016	 .0000
1.20-1.30	 .0003	 .0025
1.30-1.40	 .0003	 .0000
1.40-1.50	 .0000	 .0000
1.50-1.60	 .0001	 .0001
1.60-1.70	 .0000	 .0000
1.70-1.80	 .0000	 .0000
1.80-1.90	 .0000	 .0000
1.90-2.00	 .0000	 .0000

Month: August; K = .0278; Lammda = 8.4627.

.001-.100	 .0174	 .0129

.101-.200	 .3388	 .3181

.201-.300	 .4359	 .4388

.301-.400	 .1690	 .1784

.401-.500	 .0348	 .0491

.501-.600	 .0039	 .0017

.601-.700	 .0001	 .0009

.701-.800	 .0000	 .0000

.801-.900	 .0000	 .0000

.901-1.00	 .0000	 .0000
1.00-1.10	 .0000	 .0000
1.10-1.20	 .0000	 .0000
1.20-1.30	 .0000	 .0000
1.30-1.40	 .0000	 .0000
1.40-1.50	 .0000	 .0000
1.50-1.60	 .0000	 .0000
1.60-1.70	 .0000	 .0000
1.70-1.80	 .0000	 .0000
1.80-1.90	 .0000	 .0000
1.90-2.00	 .0000	 .0000
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Table D.--Continued

Range (inches)
	

Theoretical Gamma	 Simulated Gamma

Month:	 September;	 K =	 .1022; Lammda = 2.6800.
.001-.100 .1146 .0945
.101-.200 .2777 .3002
.201-.300 .2465 .2587
.301-.400 .1663 .1625
.401-.500 .0977 .0978
.501-.600 .0484 .0282
.601-.700 .0243 .0299
.701-.800 .0138 .0133
.801-.900 .0060 .0116
.901-1.00 .0021 .0033
1.00-1.10 .0013 .0000
1.10-1.20 .0008 .0000
1.20-1.30 .0001 .0000
1.30-1.40 .0003 .0000
1.40-1.50 .0001 .0000
1.50-1.60 .0000 .0000
1.60-1.70 .0000 .0000
1.70-1.80 .0000 .0000
1.80-1.90 .0000 .0000
1.90-2.00 .0000 .0000

Month:	 October;	 K = .1410;	 Lammda	 =	 1.6680.

.001-.100 .2358 .2265

.101-.200 .2792 .2621

.201-.300 .1986 .2087

.301-.400 .1246 .1043

.401-.500 .0717 .0941

.501-.600 .0421 .0483

.601-.700 .0224 .0178

.701-.800 .0103 .0178

.801-.900 .0081 .0051

.901-1.00 .0033 .0051
1.00-1.10 .0019 .0076
1.10-1.20 .0006 .0025
1.20-1.30 .0004 .0000
1.30-1.40 .0006 .0000
1.40-1.50 .0003 .0000
1.50-1.60 .0000 .0000
1.60-1.70 .0000 .0000
1.70-1.80 .0001 .0000
1.80-1.90 .0000 .0000
1.90-2.00 .0000 .0000
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Table D.--Continued

Range (inches) Theoretical Gamma Simulated Gamma

Month: November; K = .2271; Lammda = 1.3700.
.001-.100 .2062 .2030
.101-.200 .2084 .2000
.201-.300 .1718 .1758
.301-.400 .1246 .1545
.401-.500 .0937 .1000
.501-.600 .0630 .0485
.601-.700 .0425 .0545
.701-.800 .0273 .0303
.801-.900 .0226 .0152
.901-1.00 .0147 .0000
1.00-1.10 .0067 .0091
1.10-1.20 .0056 .0061
1.20-1.30 .0044 .0000
1.30-1.40 .0029 .0000
1.40-1.50 .0024 .0000
1.50-1.60 .0012 .0000
1.60-1.70 .0004 .0000
1.70-1.80 .0009 .0030
1.80-1.90 .0004 .0000
1.90-2.00 .0001 .0000

Month:	 December; K = .1781; Lammda =	 1.7490.
.001-.100 .1617 .1805
.101-.200 .2224 .2220
.201-.300 .1994 .1927
.301-.400 .1427 .1390
.401-.500 .0961 .0878
.501-.600 .0671 .0537
.601-.700 .0423 .0439
.701-.800 .0256 .0366
.801-.900 .0171 .0171
.901-1.00 .0105 .0000
1.00-1.10 .0070 .0000
1.10-1.20 .0041 .0049
1.20-1.30 .0016 .0024
1.30-1.40 .0007 .0000
1.40-1.50 .0005 .0024
1.50-1.60 .0006 .0000
1.60-1.70 .0002 .0000
1.70-1.80 .0001 .0000
1.80-1.90 .0000 .0000
1.90-2.00 .0001 .0000
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LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM SCALER
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FTN7X,L
$FILES

PROGRAM SCALE
DIMENSION ALAM(i2),BET(12),PRU(12Ii(12),I2(12)
DIMENSION Mia2),QM2(i2),AZ(12),RUNOF(1,2).Z2(12)
DIMENSION RANO3(12),VY4(2),MJ(0),XM(i2),VM(i2),XI(i2),VI(i2)
DIMENSION Ui(i2),01(12),XY2(i2),VY2(12),XY3(12),VY3(12),M3(i2)
DIMENSION EROSIM2),EROSIN(2),W1(12),W2(12)
DIMENSION CC(i2),Q0(i2),OB(12),QC(12)
DIMENSION X50(36S),02(365),WW(365),TEM(165),XY4(12),TTT(2)
DIMENSION LM(i2),XY0(12),V113(12),SY13(12),GMTQT(12),GVTOT(12)
DIMENSION CR(12),Gi(i2),G2(12),XY5(2),W5(i2)
DIMENSION SM(i2),SI(12),SYM2),SY2(12),SY3(12),SY4(12),SYS(12)
DIMENSION GWI(1),X0(4),D(4),CWII(4),VY60.2),W7(i2),SY6(i2)
DIMENSION TT2(12),TT3(i2),Sen(i2),SWW2(12),XY6(12),XY7(12)
DIMENSION SY7(2),SMOU(100),AS(100),AE(4)
DIMENSION XY8(12),VY8(12),SY8(12),XY9(i2),VY9(i2),SY9(12)
DIMENSION XYiEi2VY10(12),SY10(12),XY11(i2),VYii(i2),SY11(12)
DIMENSION XY2(12),VY12(12),SY12(12)
DIMENSION GPONE(12GPTWO(2),OPTRIti2),GPFORti2),GAN1A(12)
DIMENSION GVONE(12),GVTWO(12),GVTRI(12),GVFOR(i2),GVNUA(12)

OHARACTERt10 FILENAME(9)

DATA AEAM(1),ALAM(2),ALAM(3),ALAM(4)/1.3061, 11.1566,1.5625,.7785/
DATA ALAM(S),ALAM(6),ALAM(7),ALAM(S)/.25,.8038,3.SiS6,8.4628/
DATA ALAM(9),ALAM(10),ALAM(ii),ALAM(2)/2.68,i.666,1.37,1.749/
DATA BET(i),BET(2),BET(3),BET(4)/.1396,.i826,A4S9,A464/
DATA BET(S),BET(6),BET(7),BET(S)/.0912,.2458,1973,.02K/
DATA BET(9BETUO),BET(ii),BET(12)/A022 ) .141,.2271,A781/
DATA TTT(i),TTT(2),TTT(3),TTT(4)/3.13,4.81,3.29,4.24/
DATA TTT(S),TTT(6),TTT(7),TTT(8)/2.31,2.29,1..67,2.37/
DATA TTT(9),TTT(i0),TTT(ii),1TT(i2)/2.43,2.SE,2.92,2.3E/
DATA AW,DR,TC,AK,ALS,C,PAAS8J .7S,i.,A75,AS,.S,i./
DATA PROB(i),PROB(2),PROB(3),PNOD(4)/Ai,Ai,.15,.04/
DATA PROD(S),PROB(6),PROB(7),PROB(8)/.02,.095,.39,.386/
DATA PROD(9),PROB(10),PROS(1i),PROB(12)/.20,A2,.ii,.136/
DATA N,N8/i2,4/
DATA LM(1),LN(2),LM(3),LM(4),L 1(5),LM(6)/31,59 1,90,20L15i,131/
DATA LM(7),LM(8),LM(9),0(10),LM(21)1212,22/3,304,3341
DATA LM(12)136S/
DATA D 0(i),00(2),00(3),00(4)/i6.i,i3.1111.1,i2.5/
DATA 00(5),G0(6),O0(7),Q0(8)/i5.5,18.6,21.4,23./
DATA G0(9),O0(10),00(i1),00(i2)/23.9,23.4,2i.8,i9.1/
DATA AU,WMAX,CMAX,WRMAX,CRMAX1.36,.39,.41,A3,.18/
DATA M3(1),Mj(2),MJ(3),MJ(4),M:(S),MJ(6)A0,3i,30,31,31,23/
DATA MJ(7),MJ(8),MJ(9),MJ(10),MJ(ii),M,T(12)/21,30,31,30,3i,31/

LU-6
WRITE(i,WENTER HUMBER OF FILLE TO BE INPUT ,.)
READ(A) NUMFILE
INUM.29
DO I-i,NUMFILE

WRITE(1,)'ENTER FILENAME. FOR FILE ',:,'
READ(i9000) :ILEMAME(I)

9000	 FORMAI (A)
OPEN(INUM,FILE-FILENAME(1),S1ATUS'UNKOWN')

END DO
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1 ..Z1TE(1,1)'LNTE2 CURRENT k4NCL CONDITIOi:
READ(1.9010) RI

9010	 FUMAT(F8.2)
WRITE(1,WENTER MGNT SCHENE,i'N:,2'LC,341L,4=LRR,S:NR)
READ(1,9011) IFLAG

9011	 FORMAT(I3)
WRITEU LWENTER i YEARS TO SIMULATE =?)
READ(1 P 011) NN

DO 55 LW=1,365
IF(LW.GE.30) Co TO 57
GO TU bh

57	 IF(LW.GE.61) CO TO 58
GZ(LW)=00(2)/31.
Co TO 55

58	 IF(LW.GE.91) CO TO 59
OZ(LW)=00(3)/30.
GO TO 55

59	 IF(LW.GE.123) CO TO 60
OZ(LW)40(4)/3i.
CO TO SS

60	 IF(LW.GE.153) GO TO 61
fa(LW)=130(5)/31.
GO TO SS

61	 1F(LW.GE.18i) CO TO 62
OZ(LW)40(6)/28.
CO TO SS

62	 IF(LW.GE.212) CO TO 63
OZ(LW)=Q0(7)131.
CO TO 55

63	 IF(LW.GE.242) GO TO 64
OZ(LW)40(8)/30.
CO TO 55

64	 IF(LW.GE.273) CO TO 65
OZ(LW)=00(9)/31.
CO TO 55

65	 IF(LW.GE.303) CO TO 67
GZ(LW)=00(10)/30.
CO TO 55

67	 IF(LW.CE.334) CO TO 68
OZ(LW)=00(11) 131..
GO TO 55

68	 02(LW)=00(12)/31.
55	 CONTINUE

1F(IFLAG.E0.1) CO TO 789
IF(IFLAG.GT.3) GO 1.0 790
1F(IFLAG.GT.1) CO TO 788

789	 A20=62.
B20 --79.
C20=91.
CO TO 790

788	 IF(IFLAC.E0.3) GO TO	 785
122047.
B20=83.
C20=93.
CO TO 790

785 42075.
B20=88.
C20 .-95.
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790	 WRIIE(i,WENTER Sri, IF 3,	 '
READ(0) Jr-LAG
IF(JFLAG.E0.3) WR1TE(1 1 WEN7ER AVC. SOIL KZ"( VALUEREAD(1,#) ANSUM

7777 LP=0
JU=0
JAB=1
II=0
JX=1
EROS=0
HM=0
I=0
L=0
X2=0.
/X2 . 10.
XD=20.
SWW=0.
TT1=0.
NX=0
H.0
MON).
Z=0 .
0A=0.
X0=0.
LX=1
TEMP =0.
GWW.O.
GCC=0.
NX=0
SW=26.
SW1=25.7
WBAR=25.85
G=0.
PET=0.
XGROW=Q.
XGROC=0.
VGROW=0.
VGROC=0.
ZRAIN=0.
VRAIN=0.
DO 9001
D(IR)=0.
XEIR)=0.
GWI(IR)=0.
CWII(IR)=0.
AE(IR)=0.

9001 CONTINUE
DO 8791 IK=1,NN
AS(110.0.

8791 CONTINUE
DO 112
Sh(II)=0.
SI(II)=0.
SY1(II)=0.
SY2(II)=0.
SY5(II)=0.
SY4(I1)=0.
SYS(II)=0.
SY6(II)=0.
SY7(II)=0.



SYB(II)=0.
SY9(II)=0.
SYMII)4.
SYl1(II)=0.
Sn2(II)=0.
SY13(II)=0.

G2(II)=0.
XY5(1I)=0.
VYS(II)=0.
XY6(II)=0.
VY6(II)=0.
XY7(II)=0.
Vr(II)=0.
XY8(II)=0.
XY9(II)=0.
MIO(II)=0.
XYWII)=0.
XY12(I1)=0.
VY8(II)=0.
VY9(II)=0.
VY10(II)=0.

VY12(II)=0.
ra3(II)=0.
V113(II)=0.
TT2(II)=0.
TT3(II)=0.
II(II)=0
RANOO(II)=0.
ZZ(11)=0.
I2(II)=0
RUNOF(II)=0.
hi(II)=0
DH2(II)=U.
N3(II)=0.
Ob(iI)=0.
OC(II)=0.
AZ(II)=0.
CC(II)=0.
GPONE(II).-0.
GVONE(II)=0.
GPTWO(II)=0.
GVTWO(II)=0.
GP1RI(II)=0.
GVTRI(II)4.

GVFOR(II)=0.
GANUA(II)=0.
GVNUA(II)=0.
GMTOT(II)=0.
GVTOr(II)=0.

i12 CONTINUE
WRIfE(LU,4)

4	 FORMAT(iHi)
WRITE(LUS)

5

	

	 FORNAT(////40X1'WSLALER R(iNCEAND WATERSHED RESULTWV/i//)
DO 66 JL=4.NN
1F(JL.E0.28) CALL SSEED(12417)
IF(JL.E0.56) CALL SSEED(24321)
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IF(JC.EQ.84) QALL SSEED(13254)
C	 WRLE(LU,11) JL
11	 FORhAT(/,' 	  -YEAR

DO 56 JJ=1,N
25	 L=L+1

IF(IFLAC.L1.4) CO TO 2500
IF(JAB.CT.3) JAB=1
INIFLAG.EQ.4) CO TO 2501
IF(IFLAG.E0.5) GO TO 2510

2501 INJAB.H.3) CO TO 2502
GO TO 2503

U.0 n14. 
Tr/1 1r co nR . I . rr . ind) crt Tn 25n4nrnn

exiltrYsIr
2504 A20=67.

820=83.
C20=93.
GO TO 2500

2505 A20=62.
820=79.
C20=91.
CO TO 2500

2503 IF(L.LE.59.0R.L.CE.304) GO TO 2512
GO TO 2513

2512 1i20=62.
820=79.
C20 ,-91.
GO TO 2500

2513 A20=67.
820=83.
C20=93.
CO TO 2500

2510 1F(JAB.E0.3) CO TO 2514
GO TO 2515

2514 IF(L.LE.59.0R.L.CE.304) Can 2516
GO TO 2517

2516 A20=75.
820=88.
C20=95.
GO TO 2500

2517 A20 ,-62.
820=79.
C20=91.
GO TO 2500

2515 IF(L.LE.59.0R.L.LE.304) CO Ta 2518
GO TO 2519

2518 A20 , 62.
820=79.
C20=91.
CO TO 2500

2519 A20=75.
820=88.
C20=95.

2500 1F(L.GT.LM(3J)) CO TO 12
Z1=Z
IF(L.LT.6) CO TO 204
Zi=;-X50(L-5)

204	 IF(Z1.LE..5) CW=A20
CN=B20

1F(Z.C1.1.5)
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1 49

C	 Wg11E(LU,#) 1 )))))))YR= 1 1JL,'”)))h0 . ',
XZ=L
ATT=i5.5*(SIN((n-i20.)*.0172)-11 )+48.
WOE=GRAN( )
WDZ=WDE#5.
TT=ATT+WOE*TTT(JJ)
TTi=TTi+TT
L=XZ
TEN(L)=(T1-32. )*.5555
TEMP=TEMP+TEM(L)
IF(L.LT.6) CO TO 202
TEMP=TEMP-TEMJL-5)

202	 TE. ,,- .2tTEMP
IF(L.E13.365) TEMP=0.

C	 WRITE(LUX L,TE
IF(TEM(L).GE.1.) CO ro 5557
WW(L)=.46
CO TO 5558

5557 DO 5555 JLW:1,40
IF(IFIX(TEM(L)).EQ.JLW) CO TO 5556

5555 CONTINUE
. 5556 WW(L)=.46+.0aJLW
5558 LP=LP+I

IF(LP.B.MJ(JX)) CO TO 23
CO TO 24

22	 XP -FLOAT(II)/FLOAT(LP)
040(JX)*(i-(AU+.38tXP)*XP)
DA=DA+D
JX=JX+I
IF(JX.E0.4) XZ=0.
11-0
LP=0

24	 BARAN( )
IF(B.LE.PROB(Jj)) CO TO 30
KM=hri+i
X=0.
RAN-0.
CALL EVT(SWI,SW,X)RAN,DZ1TEM,L,WDAR,WW,AZ1)
SWW=SWW+SWi
IF(JJ.LE.7) ASUL)=AS(JL)+51
CALL GROW(SW,TE,TEM,L,WMAX,WRIU,XZZ,AET,LKJ,I,GWI)
GW1I(1)=GW1I(I)+GWI(1)
XZ.Z=XZZ-i.
CALL GROW(SW)TE,TEM,LMAX,WRMAX,XZZ,AET,LKJ,2,GWI)
GWII(2)=GWII(2)+GWI(2)
XZZ=IZZ-1.
CALL GROW(SW,TE,TEM,L,WMAX,WMAX,X1Z,AZT,LK,7,2,C41)
GWII(3)=GWII(3)+GWI(3)
X22-XZZ-i.
CALL CROW(SW,TE,TEN,L,WMAX)W2liAX,X2Z,AET,LKJ,4,CWI)
GWI1(4)- ,GWII(4)+GWI(4)
X72=XZZ-i.
CALL GROTH(SW,TE,TEN,L)ChAX,CMAX,22,AZT,LKJ,CC)
GCC=GCC+GC
IF(JJ.GE.10) GO TO 5354
GO TO 5356

5354 DO 5342 1G.i,4
IF(JJ.EQ.10)
IF(Jj.B.I0) CO TO 5242
GUINIG) - .013CWII(IG)



5342 CONTINUE
5356 CCWII(I)+CW1I(2)+GWII(3)+CWII(4)

G .,GCC+CWII(I)CLIT(2)+CWII(3)+MI(4)
IFOWLEN CO 10 25
611M
GO TO 25

30	 I=I+1

CALL GAMMA(ALAM,BET,X,IT)
5:1000./CN-10.
A=X-.2*5
IF(A.LE..0) CO TO 111
RAN -, (A**2)/(X+.8#S)
AC=(484*AW*RAN)/(.50R+.6*TC)
BB -15*((ACUAN)**.56)*AK*(ALS)*CV
EROSAROS+BB
RANOF=RAN0F+RAN

111	 Z=Z+X
:(50(L)=X
CALL EVT(Sig,SW,X,RAN,OZ,TEM,L,WEAR,WW,AE1)
SWSWW+SWI
IF(JJ.LE.7) AS(JL)= ,AS(JL)+SWI
CALL GROW(SW,TE,TEM,L,WMAX,WRMAX,M,AET,LMI,I,GWI)
CWII(1)=GWII(i)+CWI(1)
XLL=IZZ-1.
CALL GROW(SW,TE,TEM 1 L,WMAX,WRMAX,;(71,AET 1 LKJ,2,CW1)
GWII(2)=GWII(2)+CWI(2)
X22 ,42Z-i.
CALL GROW(SW,TE,TEN,L,WNAX,WRMAX,XZZ,AET,L0,3,CWI)
GWII(3)=GWII(3)+GWI(3)
X7.7q12-1.
CALL GROW(SW,TE,TEM,L,WMAX,WRMAX,XZZ,AET,L0.4,C4I)
GWII(4)=GWII(4)+GWI(4)
XZZ=All-1.
CALL GROTN(SW,TE,TEM,L,CMAX,CRMAX,X2Z,AET,LKJ,CC)
GCC=GCC+GC
IF(JJ.GE.I0) CO TO 5632
GO TO 5634

5632 DO 5368 IC ,-1 1 4
IF(JJ.E0.10) GW1I(IGh.2*GWII(IG)
IF(JJ.E(4.10) CO TO 5368

5368 CONTINUE
5634 CWW. ,CWII(1)+CWII(2)+CWII(3)+CWI1(4)

GAXC+GWII(1)+GWII(2)+GWII(3)+UII(4)
hh , 0
CO TO 25

12	 C ,,C*8.93
CWW•GW48.93
CCO4CC*8.93
DO 8099 IS=1,4
CWIICIS)=-8.93*CWII(IS)

8099 CONTINUE
XCROW=XGROW+CWW
VCROW=VGROW+GUM2
XCROC=XCROC+CCC
VCROC=VCROC+GCC**2
ZRAIN ,IRAIN+Z
VRAIN=VRAIN+VA2

717	 FORNA1(I4,2X,Fi0.4)
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C	 WRITE(LU,S) JL,hSQL)
IF:JFLAG.EG.1) CO TO 7771
hI(JJ)=Mi(34)+M
0M2(JJ)=0M2(JJ)+M**2
I1(JJ)=I1(JJ)+I
I2(J1)=I2(JJ)+I**2
11 -2(J3)=-112(JJ)+TT1/NJ(JJ)
TT3(JJ):TT3(JJ)+(TT1/MJ(JJ))**2
SWW1(JJ)=SWilli(JJ)+SWW/MJ(JJ)
SWW2(M)=SWW2(JJ)+(SWWMT(JJ))**2
GB(JJ)=GB(JJ)+0A
GC(JJ)=0C(JJ)+DO*2
RUHOF(JJ)=RUNOF(JJ)+RANOT
RANOO(J7)=RAN00(JJ)+RANOR*2
2Z(JJ)=ZZ(JJ)+Z
AZ(JJ)=AZ(JJ)+U*2-
ER05N(JJ)=ER03N(JJ)+ER05
EROSIN(11) ,,EROSIN(TJ)+EROS**2
C1(JJ)=G1(JJ)+G
G2(JJ)=G2(TS)+GU2
CPONE(JJ)=GPONE(JJ)+CW1I(1)
GVONECTD=GVONEW)+CWII(1)**2
CPTWO(JJ)=-GP1WO(JJ)+GWII(2)
GYTWO(J1)=GVTWO(JT)+GWII(2)**2
CPTRICTJY=GPTRI(JJ)+GWII(3)
GYTRI(JJ)=GVTRI(LI)+GWII(3)**2
CPFOR(JJ)=GPFOR(IJ)+GWII(4)
GVFOR(JJ)4VFOR(JJ)+GWII(4)**2
CANUA(33)4ANUA( IJ)+GCC
GYNUACJJ)=GVNUACTD+GCC**2
0M10T(JJ)=GMT0T(JJ)+GWW
GVT0T(JJ)=GVTOT(JJ)+GWW**2

7771 11 ,4
MM4
EROS=1.
NK=0
z=0.
RANOF=0.
CO.
GWW4.
GEC:4.

OVO.
TT1=0.

L=L-i
DO 1004 I15:4,4 -

GWII(I15)=0.
1004 CONTINUE
56	 CONTINUE

ASUM ,460H+ASUL)
IF(AS(JL).GT.(AMSUM-.082AMSUM)) GO TO 722
I1(IFLAG.EU.2.0R.IFLAG.B.4) CO TO 2300
IRRI.LT.3.) CO TO 2301
RI 2.
GO TO 669

2301 RI-i.
CO TO 669

2300 IF(RI.LT.3.) CO 10 2302
RI , 3.



GO TO 669
2302 IF(E.L1.2.) CO TO 2303

GO TO 669
2303 R1.

CO TO 669
722	 1F(A5(JL).CTAANSUM+.082*AMSUM)) CO TO 723

IF(IFLAC.E0.2.0R.IFLAC.EQ.4) GO TO 2304
IF(Ri.LT.4) GO TO 2305
Ri=3.
CO TO 669

2305 IF(RI.E0.1) GO TO 2306
R1=2.
CO TO 669

.2306 Ri=1.
GO TO 669

2304 IF(RI.LT.4.) CO TO 2307
RI=4.
CO TO 669

2307 IF(RI.LT.3.) GO 10 2308
RI=3.
GO TO 669

2308 IF(RI.LT.2.) CO TO 2309
RI=2.
CO TO 669

97O4 PT=1
CO TO 669

723	 IF(IFLAG.EQ.2.0R.IFLAC.U.4) CO TO 2310
IF(RI.LT.3.) GO TO 2312
RI=3.
co TO 669

2312 IF(RI.LT.2) CO 10 2311
RI=2.
CO TO 669

2311 RI=1.
GO TO 669

2310 IF(RI.LT.3.) GO TO 2313
RI=4.
CO TO 669

2313 IF(RI.LT.2.) CO TO 2314

CO TO 669
2311 RI=2.
669	 WRITE(30 3 717) JL,RI
2660 CONTINUE
9006 L , G

JX.i

JAB=JAB+1
66	 CONTINUE

IF(JFLAG.LE.2) AMSUMASUM/FLOAl(NN)
C	 WRITE(LUX/SOIL))))))/AMSUM

IF(JFLAG.E0.1) CO TO 9007
DO SO JJ ,, I,N

ix-0
XVI(JJ).FLOAT(M1(JJ))/FLOAT(J)
Vii(J3)=(0M2(JJ)-3*(Xi4(Jj)1$2))/FLOAT(J-1)
li3(JJ)=J*(XN(E)4#2)
X1(11) -,FLOAT(11(JJ))/FLOAT(J)
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VI(JJ)'(I2(E) -1*XI(JJ)02)/FLOA1(j- 1)
XY1(33)=RUNOF(JDIFL0AT(J)
VY1(II)=(RANO3(Jj) - J*XY1(JJ)Vi(2)/FLOAT(J-i)
INVYi(JJ).LE..0) VYI(.31)'1.
X12(JJ)=ZZ(JJ)/FLOAT(J)
VY2(JJ) -- ..(AZ(J3) -MY2(JJ)**2)/FLOAT(S-1)

XY3(JJ)=EROSN(JJ)/FLOAT(J)
VY3(JJ)=(EROSIN(11)-J*XY3(JDU2)/FLOAT(J-1)
XYCJJ)=QB(JJ)/FLOAT(J)
VY4(77)=WC(JJ)-MY4(JJ)**2)/FLOAT(J-1)
XY5(JJ)41(J1)/FLOAT(J)
VYS(JJ)=(G2(n)-UXY8(77)**2)/FLOAT(J-1)
XY6(JJ)=TT2(7J)/FLOAT(J)
VY6(34)=(IT3(JJ)-aX16(JJ)**2)/FLOAT(J-1)
XY7(JJ)=SWWi(JJ)/FLOAT(J)
VY7(JJ)=(SWW2(J3)-J*XY7(JJ)$$2)/FLOAT(J-i)
XY8(JJ)=GP0NEUD/FLOAT(7)
VY8(J1)=(GVOME(JJ)-J*XY8(jJ)142)/FLOAT(J-1)
XY9(JJ)=CPTWO(JJ)/FL0AT(J)
VY9(JJ)=(GVTWO(JJ)-7*XY9(JJ)**2)/FLOAr(J-i)
XYlO(JJ)=GPTRI(JJ)/FLOA1(J)
VY10(jJ)=WHRI(J1)-J4XY10(JJ)#32)/FLOAT(J-1)
XYli(JJ)=GPFOR(JJ)/FLOAT(J)
VYI1(JJ)=(GVFOR(JJ)-1*XY11(3J)**2)/FLOAT(J-1)
XY12(JJ)=GANUA(JJ)/FLOAT(J)
VY12(JJ)=(OVNUA(JJ)-J*XY12(JJ)02)/FLOAT(J-1)
XY2(D)=GMTOTUTUFLOAT(J)
VY13(JJ)2(GVTOT(JJ)-J$XY13(JJ)**2)/FLOAT(J-1)
WRITE(LU,6) N1441

6	 FORMAT(/////SX, 	 STATISTICAL RESULTS BASED ON
*13, 1 YEARS, FOR MONTH ',I2' 	 'I)
SM(JJ)=VM(JS)M5
SI(JJ)=VIUD#1.5
SYi(jJ)=VYS(JJ)**.5
512(JJ)=VY2(11)**.5
SY3(JJ)=VY3(31)0.8
SY4(JI)=VY4(JJ)*3.5
SYS(JJ)=VYS(JJ)**.S
SY6(JJ)=VY6(JJ)**.5
SY7(JJ)4Y7(JDU.S
SY8(Jj)'VY8(JJ)**.S
SY9(JJ)=-VY9(JDU.S
SY10(JJ)=VY1O(JJ)W5
SYli(JJ)=P1i(JJ)**.5
S112(JJ)•Y12(11)**.5
SY2(JJ)4Y13(33)W5
WRITELU.6804)

6804 FORMAT(SX,1***************t*****MHYROLOG1C COMPONEN13300',
t'#*******110********//)
WRITE(LU ) 9040)

9040 FORMAT(33X,' MEAN 	 S1ANDARD DEVIATION ')
WRITE(LU,9041)

9041 FORMAT(33X
,

,
WRITE(LU,92) XY2(JJ),SY2(iJ)
WRIYE(LU $ 8) X1(.33),SI(JJ)
WRITE(LU,7) XM(JJ),SM(JJ)
WRITE(LU,91) Mi(JJ),SYS(Jj)
WRITE(LU,101) XY3(JJ),SY3(jJ)
WRITE(LU00) XY6(JJ) 1 SY6(JJ)
WRI(E(LU,301) XY7(31),SY7(JJ)
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7	 FORMAT(5X)' NAMMUM DRY DAYS ,- ',I0X,F5.2„22X,F5.2)
8	 FORMAT(5X,' NUHBER RAINY DAYS , ',9X,F5.2,22X,F5.2)
91	 FORMA1(5X,' RUNOFF UNCHLS) ',1IX,F5.22X,F5.2)
92	 FORMAT(5X,' RAINFALL (INDIES) 	.9X,F5.2,22X,F5.2)
101	 FORMAT(5X1' SEDIMENT YIELD (TONS) =',5X,F5.2,22X,f5.2)
C	 WRIN(LU,102) XY4(JJ),VY4(JJ)
Ci02 FORMAT(5X,' MEAN RADIAT10W'',Fi0.2,'STD. DEV. RAD. ',FiC:2)

WRITE( 1 9. 747 )
WRITE(L037)

-737 FORMAT(/5X,'MUMUMUSUURODUCTION CaMPONENT (LB/ACRE)',
r****$##$#*******33**'/)
VRITE(LU,9040)
WRITE(LU,9141)
WRITELU,103) XY5(J.1),SY5(n)
WRITE(LU,9054) XY12(11),SY12(TJ)
WRITE(LU,9055) XYi3(J3),SYi3(n)

103 FOR_MAT(5X,' TOTAL PRODUCTION 	,i3X,F5.2,22X,F5.2)
WRITE(LU,9050) XYB(JJ),SYMT)

9050 FORMAT(5X,' ARISTITA SPECIES --, ',i0X,F5.2,22X,F5.2)
WRITE(LU,9051) XY9(IT),5Y9(.13)

90Si FORMAT(5X,' TRICHACHNE CALIFORNICA ' 0 4X,F5.2,22X,F5.2)
WRITELU,9052) XYlO(JJ),SY10(11)

9052 FORMAT(5X,' BOUTELOUA SPECIES :, ',9X,F5.2,22X,F5.2)
WRITE(LU,9053) XYli(JJ),SYii(n)

9053 FORMAT(5X,' ALL OTHER PRENNIALS .' ? 7X,F5.2,22X,F5.2)
9054 FORMAT(5X,' ANNUALS. 1 ,19X,F5.2,224F5.2)
9055 FORMAT(5X,' TOTAL PRENNIALS , ',11X,F5.2.22X,F5.2)
300	 FORMAT(5X,' TEMPERATURE (0 F) 	 ,9X,F5.2,22X,F5.2)
747 FORMATUS(/USOIL WATER MM OF WATER OVER fOP 25 CM SOIL')
301	 FORMAT(5X,' SOIL WATER =',16X,F5.2,22X,F5.2)
50	 CONTINUE

DO 2233 JJ.1,12
C	 WRITE(317i7) JJ,XY6(JJ)
C	 SY6(JJ)=XY6(33)+SY6(JJ)
C	 WRITE(327i7) JI,SY6(JJ)
C	 WRITE(341717) JJ,XY7(JJ)
C	 SY7(JJ)=XY7(JJ)+SY7(JJ)
C	 WRITE(35,717) JJ,517(JJ)
C	 WRITE(36,717) JJ,XY3(JJ)
C	 SY3(JJ).,SY3(J3)+XY3(JJ)
C	 WRITE(31)717) JJ,SY3(JJ)
C	 WRITE(38,717) JJ,XY12(Jj)
C	 SY12(JJ);IY12(3J)+XY12(JJ)
C	 WRITE(39,717) JJ,SY12(JJ)
C	 WRITE(40717) JJ,XY13(JJ)
C	 SY13(JJ)S113(JJ)+XY13(JJ)
C	 WRITE(4i717) JJ,SY13(JJ)
2233 CONTINUE
9007 JFLAG=JFLAG+1

DO 7778 JL=i,NN
AS(JL)=0.

7778 CONTINUE
IF(JFLAG.EG.2) GO TO 7777
STOP
END



SUBROUTIN: CAMA(ALAN,.BET X13.3)
DIHENSION ALAM(12),BEI(12')
INALAh(JJ).01.1.) GO 10 886
BX(2.7+ALAM(JJ))/2.7

881	 U1=URAN( )
XP=BnUi
IF(XP.GT.1.) CO TO 99
Y=XP#1(1./ALAM(M))
U2'URAN( )
IF(U2.GT.(1./2.71*IY)) CO TO 881
X=BET(JJ)tY
RETURN

99	 V-1ALOG(BX -XP))/AL1M(1j)
U2'URAN( )
IF(U2.GT.(Y)**(ALAM(M)-1.)) GO TO 881
X'BET(JJ)*Y
RETURN

688	 C=1./(2tALAM(11)-1.)**.5
DV.ALAN(JJ)-AL0C(4.)
0=ALAM(JJ)+1./C
U1.+ALOG(4.5)

886	 111 - URAN( )
UMW( )
• I.	 n 11

Y=ALAN(1.1)*(2.7ttY)
GS1(U1102)#(12
DV+61*V-Y

IF((0E-4.5*65).LT..0) CO TO 32
X:-BEIT(JJ)*:Y
RETURN

88	 IF(W.LT.ALOG(CS)) GO TO 886
X=BET(J.1)*Y
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE CROW(SW,TE,TEM,L,WaX,WRNAX LXZZ,M,LXJ,IE,CWI)
DIHNSION TEH(366),X0(4),D(4),GWI(4),We(4),AE(4)
D(1):.35
D(2)=.30
D(3)=.20
D(4)=.10
AE(1)=1000.4IET
AE(2)1000./ET
AE(3)=1006.tAL1
AE(4)=1000.*AET
IF(X -11.GT.406.) Y12.40.
XZZ-rXZ2+1.
k'SS0.+200.1611MX22)/365.*6.22)
IF(LEGA) X3(1E):0.
Q4:.5./(57.5-11.25)
IF(X0(IE).EG..0) MIE)=1.00
IF(TE.LT.10.1) X0(IE) .4.
INTECE.10.1) X0(IE)=X0(IE)4C1I(IE)
IF(X0(IE).LE..0) X0(IL)=0.

C	 X0(IE)=X0(IE)*D(IE)
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C	 IF(X0(1E).GE.5.) X0(IE)=5.
ESU=1.-EXP(-GWSW-11.6))
IF(ESMW.GE.i.)
ETW=1.-((1EM(L)-2B.)**2.)/(15115.)
IF(ETW.GE.1.) ETW=1.
EWR=.01*EXP(.1612TEM(L))
IF(ESMW.LE..0) ESMWA.
IF(ETW.LE..0) ETW=0.
IF(EWR.LE..0) EWR=0.
GWP ,ISMWAETW*X0(IE)*WMAX-EWR*X0(lE)*WRMAX
CW?=D(IE)*GWP
IF(GWP*B.GT.AE(IE)) GWP=AE(IE)/B
LI(J=L10+1
IF(LKJ.B.366) LKJ=1
IF(GWP.GT..0) LW,LW+1
IF(GWP.LE..0) LW=I
IF(LW.GE.S) GW?CWP*.3
IF(GWP.LE..0) GWP=0.
GWI(IE)=GWP
IF(LW.E0.365) LW=0
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE CROTH(SW,TE,TEM,L,CMAX,CRMAX,22,AET,LXJ,CC)
DIMENSION TEM(365)
ABAET#1000.
IF(XZZ.GT.405.) X21=40.
X2Z=XZZ+1.
B=SS0.+200.*SIN( (XIZ)/36.*6.28)
QU ,, i./(57.5-11.25)
IF(L.EO.1) Xi=1.

Xi - i.
IF(TE.LT.S.1)
IF(TE.GE.5.1) X.1 ,--X1+CX
IF(Xi.LE..0) X1=0.
IF(X1.GE.4.)
ESMUGU*(SW-11.2S)
IF(ESMC.GE.1.) ESMC=1.
ETC=1.-((fEM(L)-18.))**2/(16116 )
ELR ,, .03*EXP(.126*1EM(L))
IF(ESMC.LE..0) ESMC=0.
I1(ETC.LE..0) ETL.O.
IF(ECR.LE..0) ECRA.
CX ,, ESMC*ETC*XitCMAX-ECR*Xi*ORMAX
IF(GX.GT..0)
IF(GX.LE..0) LD , 1
IF(LC.CE.S) GX=GX*.3
IF(CX.LE..0) MO. •
IF(GX*B.U.AB) GX=AB/B
-F(LC1.EG.365) LC- 00
tC-'t
RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE EVT(SWI,SW,X,RAN,E,IEN,L,WBAR,WW,AET)
DIKNSION 02(365),EM(365),WW(365 )
WMAX=26.4
WK-.91MAX
RS,-(i0.1[OZ(L))/(750.-.5UCTEM(L)4273.))
PET ,:-.3+.961[WW(L)*RS$100.
B: , .BUt25.4/(PET+X#25.4)
SURP=B*U2S.OWBAR/WMAX
IF(WBAR.OT.WK) AET=PET
IF(WBAR.LE.WK) AET=(WBAR/WK)*PET
SW1=SW
SW=XS25.4-RANV5.4-SURP-AET+SWi

C	 WRITE(LU,#) SW,X,RANALRP,AET,SWi
WBAR=(SW+SWi)/2.
RETURN
END
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SAMPLE OUTPUT OF SCALER
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	STATISTICAL RESL:J5 BASEL	 10C YEARS, FO:, MCNTh i 	
*************************HYROLOGIC COMPONENT***********************U.

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

RAINFALL (INCHES) :- .61 .46
NUMBER RAINY DAYS = 3.36 1.68
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 15.06 5.63
RUNOFF (INCHES) = .00 .01
SEDIMENT YIELD (TONS) = .02 .15
TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 50.00 3.10
SOIL WATER = 24.20 3.11
**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 CM SOIL
******************PRODUCTION COMPONENT (LB/ACRE)W*************Va*

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

TOTAL PRODUCTION = 14.48 6.86
ANNUALS= 8.47 4.96
TOTAL PRENNIALS = 6.00 3.23ARISTITA SPECIES = 2 .38 1.30TRIChACHNE CALIFORNICA = ').03 1.09BOUTELOUA SPECIES = 1..33 .70
ALL OTHER PRENNIALS = .27 .15

	STATISTICAL RESULTS BASED ON 100 YEARS, FOR MONTH 2 	
*************************HYROLOGIC COMPONENT*************************

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION 

RAINFALL (INCHES) '' .85 .63
NUMBER RAINY DAYS = 3.23 1.53
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 13.68 5.28
RUNOFF (INCHES) = .01 .03
SEDIMENT YIELD (TONS) ' .20 1.07
TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 44.04 4.40
SOIL WATER = 22.3E 3.12
**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 CM SOIL
*************4****PR3DUCTI3N COMPONENT (LB/ACRE)**Ma***********U

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

TOTAL PRODUCTION = 14.13 6.98
ANNUALS: '/.73 4.57
TOTAL PRENNIALS = 6.41 3.38
ARISTITA SPECIES = 2.54 1.35
TRICHACHNE CALIFORNICA = 2.16 1.14
BOUTELOUA SPECIES 2' 1.41 .73
ALL OTHER PRENNIALS = .30 .17
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	STATISTICAL RESULTS BASED ON :OD YEARS, FOR kilLkTri 3 	

*************************HYROLOGIC COMP3NENT************4:40******14
MEAN STANDARD 'DEVIATION

RAINFALL	 (INCHES) .- 2.21 .62
NUMBER RAINY DAYS = 4.72 1.78
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 12.45 4.51
RUNOFF (INCHES) = .01 .07
SEDIMENT YIELD (TONS) .44 2.57
TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 54.40 3.02
SOIL WATER = 28.79 2.7 1
**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 CM SOIL

*******************PRODUCTION COMPONENT (LB/ACRE) 	 *********Mt
MEAN	 STANDARD DEVIATION

TOTAL PRODUCTION = 21.69 7.04
ANNUALS= 9. 17 3.70
TOTAL PRENNIALS = 22.52 4.26
ARISTITA SPECIES =
TRICHAChNE CALIFORNICA =

4.98
4.21 Hi

BOUTELMA SPECIES = 2.72 .90
ALL OTHER PRENNIALS = .62 .22

	STATISTICAL RESULTS BASED ON IGO YEARS, FOR MONTH 	4
*************************HYROLOGIC COMPONENT*************1***M*****

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

RAINFALL (INCHES) - .17 .20
NUMBER RAINY DAYS = 1.17 .96
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 22.19 6.34
RUNOFF (INCHES) = 0.00 0.60
SEDIMENT YIELD (TONS) 0.00 0.00
TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 58.14 3.84
SOIL 4ATER - 27.06 1.97

**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 CM SOIL
*********U********PRODUCTION COMPONENT (LB/ACRE) MUtt********1.*$

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

TOTAL PRODUCTION = 32.99 8.17
ANNUALS- 15.44 4.03
TOTAL PRE;NNIALS = 17.55 5.73
ARISTITA SPECIES = 7.15 2.48
TRICHACHNE CALIFORNIOA = 5.93 2.61
BOUTELOUA SPECIES - 3.64 1.05
ALL OTHER PRENNIALS = .83 .24
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	STATISTICAL RESULTS BASED ON iao YEARS, FOR MONTH 5 	
*************************HYROLOGIC COMPONENT****************0*******

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

RAINFALL (INCHES) n .02 .17
NUMBER RAINY DAYS = .72 .70
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 25.73 5.65
RUNOFF (INCHES) = .00 .00
SEDIMENT YIELD (TONS) . .0 1 .12
TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 67.64 2.08
SOIL WATER ,- 23.56 2.03
**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 CM SOIL
****************PRODUCTION COMPONENT (LBACRE)***Mat*****MUO.

TOTAL PRODUCTION =
ANNUALS=

MEAN

47.751,3. os5,..

STANDARD DEVIATION

13.19
7.81

TOTAL PRENNIALS = 25.70 7.90
ARISTITA SPECIES = 11.01 3.88
TRICHACHNE CALIFORNICA = 8.58 2.77
BAETEM KaRcs =

4.70
1.41

144.,4

	STATISTICAL RESULTS BASED ON 100 YEARS, FOR MONTH 6 	
*************************HYROLOGIC COMPONENT********************0***

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

RAINFALL (INCHES) ,- .7 0 .73
NUMBER RAINY DAYS = 2.76 1.51
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 16.57 5.57
RUNOFF (INCHES) = .02 .11
SEDIMENT YIELD	 (TONS)	 :. .67 4.46
TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 80.21 2.19
SOIL WATER : 20:19 3.49
**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 CM SOIL
**********UM****PRODUCTION COMPONENT (LB/ACREMUM*******UttO

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

TOTAL PRODUCTION = 33.77 19.08
ANNUALS - 8.39 7.87
TOTAL PRENNIALS = 25.39 12.71
ARISTITA SPECIES = 11.81 6.27
TRICHACHNE CALIFORNICA = 8.54 4.32
BOUTELOUA SPECIES = 4.04 1.80
ALL OTHER PRENNIALS = .99 .44
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	STATISTICAL RESULTS BASED ON 100 YEARS, FOR MONTH 7 	

0***********************HYROLOGIC COMPONENTM**************M14****

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

RAINFALL (INCHES) = 4.04 1.10
NUMBER RAINY DAYS = 11.82 2.68
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 6.16 2.51
RUNOFF (INCHES) = .23 .18
SEDIMENT YIELD (TONS) = 7.66 6.50TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 78.40 1.42
SOIL WATER = 24.67 2.60
**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 Ch SOIL

0*******0*****MPRODUCTION COMPONENT (LB/ACRE)tIMM*******M**

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

TOTAL PRODUCTION = 82.48 27.43
ANNUALS ,. 16.13 7.34
TOTAL PRENNIALS = 66.36 24.06
ARISTITA SPECIES = 32.85 12.59
TRICHACHNE CALIFORNIEA = 22.44 8.61
BOUTELOUA SPECIES = 9.07 2.65
ALL OTHER PRENNIALS = 1.99 /17

	 STATISTICAL RZSULTS BASED ON 100 YEARS, FOR MONTH 8 	

*************************HYROLOGIC COMPONENT*************************

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

RAINFALL	 (INCHES) ,, 2.83 .70
NUMBER RAINY DAYS = 11.60 2.73
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 5.52 1.88
RUNOFF (INCHES) = .03 .03
SEDIMENT YIELD (TONS) .68 .86
TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 80.82 2.2 1
SOIL WATER = -27.03 1.89

**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 CM SOIL
****************PRODUCTION COMPONENT (LBIACRE)******Mt*****UM

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

TOTAL PRODUCTION = 146.2 38.0E
ANNUALS ,- 24.93 8.00
TOTAL PRENNIALS = 121.3 35.60
ARISTITA SPECIES = 62.69 17.97
TRICHACHNE CALIFORNICA = 42.18 14.37
BOUTELOUA SPECIES - 14.24 3.71
ALL OTHER PRENNIALS = 2.21 .38



--------STATISTICAL RESULTS BASED ON 100 YEARS, FOR Moi;
*************************HYROLOGIC COMPONENT************14***0******

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

RAINFALL (INCHES) , 1.64 .70
NUMBER RAINY DAYS = 6.03 2.07
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 10.21 3.44
RUNOFF (INCHES) = .01 .02
SEDIMENT YIELD (TONS) :: .25 .68
TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 71.61 1.72
CAT'	 LJAWD-

- 23.45 2.25
**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 CM SOIL

*******************PRODUCTION COMPONENT (LB/ACRE)******at*****MM

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

TOTAL PRODUCTION = 196.6 49.93
ANNUALS: , 24.39 9.36
TOTAL PRENNIALS = 172.2 45.64
ARISTITA SPECIES = 86.63 21.11
TRICHACHNE CALIFORNICA = 64.44 20.67
BOUTELOUA SPECIES = 18.77 5.34ALL OTHER PRENNIALS = 2.40 .44

	 STATISTICAL RESULTS BASED ON i0D YEARS, FOR MON7H 10 	
*************************HYROLOGIC COMPONENT*************************

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

RAINFALL (INCHES) = .99 .63NUMBER RAINY DAYS = 3.93 1.77
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 14.24 5.46
RUNOFF (INCHES) = .00 . 02
SEDIMENT YIELD (TONS) : .09 .63
TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 69.50 2.33SOIL WATER = 21.10 2.70

**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 CM SOIL

**********:********PRODUCTION COMPONENT (LB/ACRE)MMUttt*Sta****

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

TOTAL PRODUCTION = 19.81 10.36
ANNUALS ,: 18.34 10.00
TOTAL PRENNIALS = 1.46 1.40ARISTITA SPECIES = .67 .6 1
TRICHACHNE CALIFORNICA = .60 .60BOUTELOLA SPECIES .13 .19
ALL OTHER PRENNIALS . .01 .01
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	STATISTICAL RESULTS BASED ON 105 YEARS, FOR MOkih 11 	
*************************HYROLOGIC COMPONENT*************************

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

RAINFALL (INCHES) r .99 .76
NUMBER RAINY DAYS = 3.30 1.89
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 15.20 6.51
RUNOFF (INCHES) = .Ri .D4
SEDIMENT YIELD (TONS) :.- .32 1.21
TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 57.04 2.60
SOIL WATER = 19.3 1 3.88
**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 CM SOIL
*******************PRODUCTION COMPONEN1 (LB/ACRE)*******************t

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

TOTAL PRODUCTION = 18.86 12.49
ANNUALS:- 18.84 12.49
TOTAL PRENNIALS = .01 .03
ARISTITA SPECIES = .01 .0 1
TRICHACHNE CALIFORNICA = .00 .01
BOUTELOUA SPECIES r .00 .01
ALL OTHER PRENNIALS = .00 .00

	 - STATISTICAL RESULTS BASED Ok 100 YEARS, FOR MONTH 1 2 	
*************************HYROLOGIC COMFONENT*************************

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

RAINFALL (INCHES) , 1.26 .81
NUMBER RAINY DAYS = 4.10 1.91
MAXIMUM DRY DAYS = 13.83 5 .39
RUNOFF (INCHES) = .02 .08
SEDIMENT YIELD	 (TONS) . .80 '4.91
TEMPERATURE (0 F) = 52.70 2-.16
SOIL WATER r 22.25 3.95
**SOIL WATER = MM OF WATER OVER TOP 25 CM SOIL
**********:******PRODUCTION COMPONENT (LB/ACE)********************

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

TOTAL PRODUCTION = 22.29 11.6E
ANNUALS- 22.29 11.68
TOTAL PRENNIALS = .00 .00
ARISTITA SPECIES : .00 .00
TRICHACHNE CAEIFORNICA = .00 .00
BOUTELOUA SPECIES , .00 .00
ALL OTHER PRENNIALS = .00 .00
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